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Smuts House Notes

As newly appointed Director of Research and Publications, it seems in
order to reflect on the role and status of the International Affairs Bulletin and its
contribution to the discourse of international relations and political studies in
South Africa.

While international relations and political studies have come of age in this
country, and have undeniably gained a degree of intellectual maturity and
respectability, these two disciplines still lack a profound and fierce originality
and display in some respects a restricted palette. While the Bulletin has
published contributions by precociously gifted and established scholars, it is a
matter of profound sadness that some local scholars seem to have settled
comfortably into the sumptuousness and misguided aloofness of academic
life.

Quite apart from the academic imperatives, South Africa's domestic
malaise and its polecat position in the international community together place
an additional responsibility on practitioners and students of the two
disciplines in question to address the full spectrum of national, regional and
international dimensions relevant to an understanding of the South African
tragedy. It would amount to a moral and academic travesty if we were to
remain silent on these issues.

Clearly, these observations do not apply to all members of the small local
international and political science fraternity, and are meant as an open
invitation and encouragement to all to contribute not only to the Bulletin, but
to the bigger debate as well.

Allow me to express a word of sincere thanks and gratitude to Sara
Pienaar, my immediate predecessor, for her contribution to the fields of
international relations and political science scholarship. One is indeed
privileged to follow where others, including Sara Pienaar, have shown the
way.

The splendour of Jan Smuts House, the diplomatic style of John Barratt
and the encouragement and support of the research and publication section,
make for a stimulating and intellectually vibrant environment conducive to
critical reflection and discussion.

The contributions to this edition of the Bulletin come from both well-
established and young scholars including some based at our better-known
institutions of higher learning. This has to be welcomed. With no overarch-
ing theme, considerable attention is given to aspects relevant to superpower
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politics in the papers by Bialer, Nel, Rip and Benjamin. Deon Geldenhuys
explores the theme of South Africa's international isolation as part of a more
comprehensive study. The edition also carries three reviews. Attention is
drawn on the final page to the Institute's publications, and members are re-
minded that these are available from Jan Smuts House.

Finally, a journal such as the Bulletin depends on its readers and
contributors. I hope that the Bulletin will continue to play its small part in
stimulating debate and reflecting the state of both international relations and
political science in South Africa.

Andre du Pisani
Editor

May 1987
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Seweryn Bialer
The Soviet Paradox: External Expansion and
Internal Decline

Europe is now divided into spheres of influence whose boundaries cannot
be crossed by the superpowers. Any infringement means simply — war. The
United States is totally committed to the defence of western Europe and the
Soviet Union is totally committed to the maintenance of its east European
empire. So Europe, while the focal point of military confrontation in terms of
the armies and weapons stationed there, in reality is a stable continent where
the chances of conflict between the Soviet Union and the United States are
extremely limited. For example, when you look at Berlin, where in the early
Sixties we had one confrontation after another, today similar moves would
be unthinkable.

Competition between the Soviet Union and the United States has been
transposed primarily to the Third World, in areas not directly in either
country's sphere of influence. So conflict management does not include the
Third World — Asia, Africa and Latin America — where, for the most part,
the old rules of unlimited competition by any means still prevail. Therefore
the study of Soviet attitudes and policies towards the Third World is the
study of the dynamic element in So viet-American conflict.

Before analysing the changing Soviet attitudes and policies to the Third
World, I would like to touch briefly on one subject, dealing with the origins
of Soviet interest, including its commitment to expansion in the Third
World. From. Stalin's time onwards there was always the unresolved
question of the roots of Soviet foreign policy which resulted in an interesting
question being raised in the United States in the late 1940s: with whom are we
dealing when we confront the Soviet soldier — a Soviet soldier in a Russian
uniform or a Russian soldier in a Soviet uniform? The distinction is the
motivating force. Is it ideology or is it great power chauvinism and ambition?
The answer to that question is obviously that it is neither proposition in its
entirety. The basic truth about the roots of Soviet foreign policy is that they
incorporate historic 'Great Russian' chauvinistic aspirations and that they
have done so since the time of Stalin. At the same time, they reflect an

Professor Seweryn Bialer is Director of the Research Institute on International Change at
Columbia University, New York City.
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ideological world view, a belief in the inevitable process of history, that must
lead to communism. In Soviet policies you have the combination of what I
would call the ideological imperative of Marxism/Leninism, with simple
Superpower Realpolitik, or power politics. How do we know that this is a
valid combination? Can we make some generalisations about which part of
this combination is more important? I think that the first point to understand
is that we can only become aware of the contradictions, of the internal clash of
the ideological impulse with the great power impulse if those two elements,
those two sources of Soviet foreign policy, are in conflict. But are they often
in conflict? My answer is: no — they overlap. We arc dealing here with a
country in which the ideology to which it subscribes and the great power
politics to which it adheres arc mutually reinforcing, both in terms of
aspiration and also of history. Russia, before the Revolution, was not simply
a country similar in its foreign policy to the rest of Europe. Of course, there
were many similarities. But one has to look at the strong element of
nationalism in Russian policies — sometimes described as the policies of a
Third Rome. Of course, this kind of nationalism and the desire to be a
dominant global power, are together reinforced by the ideological point of
view that conveys a picture of a unilinea] development of history which
makes the Soviet Union a servant of history — a power that fulfils an historic
destiny leading to communism.

Nevertheless, there are situations where the Realpolitik of a great power
and the ideology of the Soviet Union are in conflict, and in such situations,
invariably the Realpolitik is reinforced — it prevails. The Soviet Union, when
such conflicts occur, acts as a Superpower wishing to maximise its position in
the international arena, rather than as a revolutionary force. One can speak
even of the desire to be a dominant power as being the true goal of its policy,
with the ideological aspects and commitments being merely instruments
towards this goal.

Let me give you a striking example — of an occasion where the Soviet
commitment to revolution in the outside world came into conflict with the
power interest of the Soviet Union itself and was subordinated to that
interest. In Greece, after the War, civil war broke out. Stalin abandoned the
Greek revolution simply because it was not then convenient to commit forces
when there was an opposing commitment from Britain and the United
States. When Khrushchev decorated Nasser, the leader of Egypt, with the
highest Soviet decoration with which a foreigner has ever before or since
been decorated — the Hero of the Soviet Union Star — the Communist Party
in Egypt had been outlawed and thousands of communists were jailed and
executed. In spite of this, Nasser still received this signal honour. What I'm
suggesting, therefore, is that while one should not forget Soviet ideology
when considering its policies, one should try to explain Soviet actions by
examining their power interests.
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Ideology, in this context — which I will discuss later with specific
examples — has a very specific role where the Soviets consider, as they are
right to do, that the highest level of control they can obtain over the countries
where they have influence is when their political systems closely resemble a
communist-type system. They have found out from practical experience that
the influence they have cannot be translated into power easily — but can be
translated much more effectively if the country over which the Soviet Union
wants to have control is exactly organised according to the Soviet systems.

As to the question of the attitude of the Soviet Union towards
communism as an alternative ideology for the Third World, this is a subject
to which Marx was totally indifferent. Marx, when he spoke of revolution
and of communism, spoke about developed countries, about what we call the
civilised world — western Europe and the United States. This was for him
the world in which a revolution could occur. He wrote a few articles and
letters about colonialism, but as to independence, to the nationhood
question, two things are central to an understanding of Marx: first, he
thought that nationalism and the question of national independence were
really subordinate issues, that would disappear with the progress of history.
He almost totally underestimated their importance, and I would say that this
is almost a disqualifying weakness of his theory that social forces and issues
would be more important than national issues. The whole history of the 20th
century has given the lie to it. The communists were able-to make such
revolutions only when they merged nationalism with communism. A typical
example is China. If Japan had not attacked China, if the Communist Party
and its army in China had not been involved in the struggle against the
Japanese Occupation, there would be no communists in China. Because
before the war started with Japan, the Communist Party was decimated.
They started the Long March in 1932 with about one million people and they
ended it with 30000 troops in a far region of the country, deep in the
mountains, and it was only the merger of the slogans of social reconstruction
and national independence that enabled the communists to take power. This
is true also of Yugoslavia — of Tito's guerrillas, who represented both the
communist programme of social change and the nationalist programme of
independence. In this sense, Marx's predictions and expectations are totally
wrong. The effective catalyst was the fusion of these elements.

Secondly, insofar as Marx recognised a 'nationality' question, it existed
for him only in the countries of western civilisation — primarily three
countries in Europe — Norway, Ireland and Poland — which for him
constituted the national question. He neither considered nor showed any
interest in underdeveloped colonial countries, in sharp contrast to Lenin.
Lenin was interested in those countries, although initially he was a very
traditional Marxist, both with regard to the peasant question and his views on
the future, when he led the Russian Revolution. Lenin succeeded exactly
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because he made the revolution in an underdeveloped country with very
weak capitalism, with agrarian problems unsolved, where a spontaneous
wave of peasant unrest and the destruction associated with Russian defeat in
the First World War, created a power vacuum. But once in power, he did not
believe that a communist Russia could survive for long without revolution in
the West. His main slogan was that of the spark — 'we are providing the
spark' — he said. From that spark, the German proletariat, with the British
and the French and so on, would burst into flames, which would help his
underdeveloped country, Russia, to bring in social changes. There's a strange
illustration of how decisive these hopes were. In Lenin's view of the future, in
1918, the Communist International was created to lead communist parties
world-wide in a centralised fashion with direction from Moscow. At the
second meeting of the International in 1919, Zinovicv (an associate of Lenin
and head of the Comintern) made a speech in which he said: 'Comrades, you
know the European revolution is being delayed. It may take another nine to
twelve months.' What is interesting is that we have the minutes of his speech
and there was general laughter in the hall. How could anybody speak about
the delay of the European revolution which was coming? Lenin, of course,
did his utmost to speed up the revolution and his war with Poland in 1920 was
his last attempt at bringing revolution to Europe. Poland started the war — it
attacked the Soviet Union, advancing on Kiev, the capital of the Ukraine.
There ensued a major discussion in the Soviet Politburo, following its
successful counter-offensive, as to whether the Red Army should stop at the
Polish border or move into Poland — to stop at the Curzon line or to move on
to Warsaw, capture Poland, then establish a communist government and link
up with a revolutionary Germany. Against the advice of those who knew
Poland — particularly members of the Politburo, who had warned Lenin that
if he went into Poland the Poles would rise in unanimous oppositon to his
armies — he advanced on Warsaw and was defeated at the Vistula. That
ended Lenin's dream of fomenting revolution in the developed countries to
support rheRussian Revolution.

After that Lenin understood very well that Soviet communism stood
alone. This was very soon expressed by the creation of a special organisation
dealing with the East Asian liberation movements. Comintern developed
most dynamically in this eastern part of Asia — seen from the perspective of
Chinese and Indian revolutionary potential. Lenin was converted to the view
that these were the countries that might make a revolution and end Soviet
isolation. Already at that time, among the professional revolutionaries in the
Comintern, a rather cynical attitude towards these revolutions had
developed. A cynical attitude, in the sense that the leaders of the Comintern
who visited those countries and tried to organise revolutions, found
conditions less than satisfactory. They didn't really have much faith or
confidence in the local communist parties to make such a revolution. For
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example, Borodin, one of the Comintern leaders and the adviser of Sun Yat-
sen in China, who in 1925-1926 was key adviser to both the communists in
China and to the Kuomintang, once expressed his frustration in an article
written in the 1920s, by saying: 'those people who come to us and cry,
"Revolution, Revolution, Socialism, Socialism" — only want arms.' In
other words, those movements existed to obtain arms from the Soviet
Union, wearing a revolutionary mask, when in reality, as in China, they
were not to be distinguished from the war lords, who simply wanted to carve
out their local fiefdoms. This unsatisfactory state of affairs could be ascribed
to the conflict between the two institutions which represented on the one
hand, Realpolitik— the pragmatism of power, and, on the other, ideology
(i.e. the Comintern bureaucracy on the one hand and the bureaucracy of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the other). I would say that the Comintern at
that time was at least equal if not superior in influence to the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. Stalin made a very short story of the whole thing — he
decided (as he expressed very clearly) that the purpose of international
revolution was to ensure the survival of the Soviet Union. To be a
revolutionary meant to support, unquestioningly, Soviet policy and the
Soviet Union. He switched very clearly in the direction of power politics and
nationalist policies, which is quite ironic when one thinks of Stalin, who was
himself a Georgian. Under Stalin, the interest in creating revolution declined
considerably. His interest was in obtaining control of other countries, and in
installing communist governments, just as he did in his expansion in eastern
Europe, in order to create the Soviet empire. But he was not very active in the
international arena. This may sound surprising, but Stalin in some respects
could be defined as an isolationist — a man for whom the outside world, that
is the world outside the Soviet sphere, was full of danger. He therefore felt
more comfortable in developing influence or manipulating areas of which he
had total control, as in eastern Europe or, as he had wished, in China.
Incidentally, in 1949 his advice to Mao was not to make a revolution. In my
view, the key reason was, at least as Mao explained it, that Stalin was afraid to
have on the Russian border, instead of a "weak Kuomintang government,
fragmented and involved in civil war, a communist regime which he would
be unable to control. This was already the situation in 1946 and was still the
case in 1950, when Mao went to Moscow to sign a pact with Stalin. So, one
could say that Stalin made two major attempts after the war to push Soviet
expansion further. The first was the westward push in Europe, the high point
of which was the Berlin blockade and in which he was defeated. The second
and last attempt was to the cast, in the Korean War. He was defeated there
too, in that the invasion of South Korea failed.

From then on, the Soviet Union under Stalin seemed to mark time and to
devote itself to domestic affairs and the administration of the empire. It still
devoted funds to revolutionary movements abroad, but this was only, at
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best, a secondary interest of Stalin's expansionism. This attitude changed
when Khrushchev came to power. For Stalin, we have already observed that
the outside world was a place of danger. To Khrushchev, the outside world,
while still very dangerous, was also increasingly a place of opportunity for
expansion of Soviet power. Khrushchev, in this respect, was — I would like
to say 'Khrushchevian' — which means he was a man of great optimism, of
exaggerated hopes, but also possessed of some innovative talents that had a
chance of success. His principal aim was to bypass the developed countries,
where revolution would not happen, and to concentrate on the Third World,
in Africa especially and Asia — and to merge communist ideology into the
anti-colonial process so as to exploit the dismantling of the colonial system
and the process of anti-colonial revolutions (the two being not necessarily
identical, because most new nations achieved independence without a
revolution: it was handed to them on a plate). He believed that there was a
possibility, even a probability, of achieving a symbiosis between the anti-
colonial nationalist revolution and Soviet-style socialism. He thought that
such a symbiosis could be achieved if the Soviet Union helped those
countries, and adopted a flexible attitude towards them, which admitted chat
their brand of socialism might differ from the Soviet model — options which
the people of eastern Europe had hitherto enjoyed. Khrushchev exaggerated
the opportunities but his basic idea seemed very sound.

This then was the period of great opportunity for the Soviet Union: a
world in transition, its political colours continually changing. Its first major
initiative was the flirtation and later, friendship, with India. The second was
the delivery of weapons to Egypt in 1955. But, as in his domestic plans
(where Khrushchev, for example, in 1961 had said that by the year 1980 the
Soviet Union would have a per capita GNP above the level of America), he
was, of course, totally and unrcalistically Utopian. In this whole external
policy concept or thrust, he was too optimistic in trying to form pacts with
leaders such as Sukarno and Nassar. In a sense, he overestimated the degree to
which countries, formerly colonial or which had recently undergone a
nationalist revolution, would willingly become part of another empire. He
did accept that perhaps an empire was unnecessary, that hegemony could be
bought on the cheap: by sending weapons, instructors, and so on, one could
build lasting alliances without full control of the target countries. This trait of
Khrushchev was typical of his foreign policy in general and led to the Cuban
missile crisis in 1962. The essence of that crisis — very similar to what I
described about promoting Third World revolution and alliances, was that
without the expense of a strategic rocket force to reach America, he would
achieve nuclear parity with America by installing medium size, medium
range rockets in Cuba that could reach the United States. His bluff was called
and Khrushchev's downfall was then only a matter of time.

When Brezhnev came to power, the boundless optimism of the
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Khrushchev era was reassessed. Most importantly, during the seventeen
years of Brezhnev's rule, it became clear to the Soviet leaders that some
influence might cost very little but it also achieved little: to deliver weapons
to Egypt, to spend dollars arming the Indonesians, was not an adequate
substitute for control, for real irreversible power over those countries, from
which they were eventually to be expelled. I think that Brezhnev, in military
terms, renounced the Khrushchevian idea of gaining strategic parity between
the Soviet Union and the United States on the cheap and commenced a
process requiring ten years of development, to create a strategic force equal to
the United States. So, with regard to the Third World countries, the
Russians, in my opinion, came to the conclusion that they had to aim for
control rather than for influence only. Of course, influence too can be useful,
but they had to concentrate their efforts on those countries where they could
achieve control. For such control there were prerequisites. First, a Russian
presence or the presence of a proxy force — that is to say, a military rather
than a diplomatic presence. Secondly, an internal political structure similar to
the Soviet model — that is to say, highly authoritarian, centralised, with one
recognised party, and so on. In the 1970s, the Soviet Union went on the
rampage and tried to gainjust such control. It is evident that Brezhnev made
major miscalculations. In every single instance, with perhaps the single
exception of Ethiopia, he failed to appreciate that control required enormous
resources and that it was one thing to control events close to the homeland
and quite another to control them far away. Secondly, underestimation of the
ability of the opposition, the defiance of the targeted nation or of its resistance
groups — as well as that of the United States — would make execution of
such plans extremely difficult and costly.

In this sense, it was already clear that during Brezhnev's last years and
particularly during the Andropov/Chcrnenko interregnum, continuing even
under Gorbachev, a re-evaluation of Third World policy was taking place. I
do not think that an answer has yet been found but there are three discernible
major planks in the new administration's platform.

First, there has not been, is not at present and I doubt ever will be, any
renunciation on the part of the Soviets of the ultimate goal of dominant world
power status. The younger generation now in the Kremlin are, in my
opinion, even more committed to it than the old people. Their nation has
worked very hard and millions died to build Soviet military power;
therefore, to be satisfied simply with the security of the Soviet Union as a
defensive power without expansionist aims, makes sense neither
ideologically nor in terms of great power politics. I have no doubts on this
score, nor have I seen anything written, said or done, by the new regime
which would suggest a return to neo-isolationism — harking back to the
Stalinist defensive philosophy.

Secondly, the Soviet Union is in a major domestic crisis — it is over-
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extended and the main foreign policy problems of the Soviet Union derive
from this. Consequently, it is not a time for new cycles of major expansion,
but rather of retrenchment, of waiting for better times to improve the
situation, as well as for troubles to develop for America, for western Europe
and for the Atlantic Alliance. In this sense, I do not foresee in the near future
— three to four years ahead — any new Afghanistans or Angolas. I see rather,
more retrenchment, keeping the level of involvement in the Third World at a
lower profile than under Brezhnev: delivering weapons, instructors and
similar cheap items. The Soviets are producing arms so extraordinarily and
their military establishments arc so big, that it is a minor matter for them to
spend a few hundred million dollars and to provide weapons, especially to
people who pay in hard currency, such as Libya. They can even make a profit
on it. Generally, however, they arc re-evaluating their broader
commitments. In Africa it is most obvious in the Frontline States. With the
exception of Angola, the commitment of the Soviet Union to their support
has declined. The Soviet Union has decided that it is not worthwhile, for the
moment, to put money into a seemingly bottomless pit where gains will be
very limited, because the correlation of forces is not now in favour of those
Frontline States. Therefore, the USSR will not totally abandon the area but
effectively has shown little interest of late in any major programme of
military training and economic aid, essential if one wants to influence such
countries.

Thirdly and very importantly is the rc-commitment, sometimes at a
higher level, to those adventures where the Soviets have become involved on
a large scale and where abandonment of support now would destroy Soviet
credibility as a global power. Here one thinks of Afghanistan and Angola
especially. In both cases the situation is in stalemate and will remain so for a
long time to come. The Soviet Union, if it could change the course of events,
would probably repeat Angola, but would not invade Afghanistan. But this
is now immaterial. What matters is that they are there, that they are not being
let off the hook easily, and that weapons arc delivered to the resistance. In
Afghanistan lies the bigger commitment. Gorbachev, knowing that he
cannot withdraw, would like to win the war in a short period of time. This is
unlikely. In Angola too, I would stress, his commitment would increase if
needed.

What is the outlook at this juncture? First of all, I'm optimistic for a very
simple reason; the correlation of forces between the Soviet Union and the
Atlantic Alliance has changed very dramatically in our favour. It has changed
not only with regard to technology and economics — not only with regard to
the balance of military power, which in terms of dynamics, is very clearly to
the disfavour of the USSR — but it has also changed in the Third World, To
present it in a simple way: in the 1970s, the National Security Council of the
White House in the United States probably deliberated frequently on which
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national liberation movements to oppose Today, the major problem for the
National Security Council is to decide which national liberation movements
to support In other words, all around the world, especially in Africa, and
very much so in Asia, Russia is isolated — in retreat — and there is a change in
favour of the United States and the Atlantic Alliance From this, one comes to
the conclusion that those points I made about Gorbachev's policies will
continue to be valid — I don't know for how long — and that the
reassessment going on will probably result in at least stabilisation of Soviet
support for Third World countries, rather than expansion

Secondly, one has to make a difficult assessment as to whether or not
Soviet foreign policy-makers sec expansionism a:> a burden or an asset It is
both — but I would suggest that in one very crucial respect it has become a
very major burden in eastern Europe The question of control over, and
stability in, eastern Europe has a much higher priority at this time than
expansion bc\ond the horizons of eastern Europe to the Third World It
seems likely that the increasing problems in eastern Europe will act as an
element in hampering the Soviet appetite for revolutionary and pro-Soviet
investment in the Third World

Lastly, there is the basic Soviet dilemma, which has to do with
Soviet-American relations Those relations arc crucial, and central to Soviet
foreign policy This is the context in which the questions of life and death arc
decided, and also the questions of military expenditures, which run into
hundreds of billions of dollars, are determined The Soviet Union is clearly
still in a dilemma, as it was already under Brezhnev, as to how to achieve less
confrontational relations with the United States, including major agreements
on arms control — verifiable arms control and arms reduction — while at the
same time continuing unabated or even expanding its attempts to control
countries m the Third World The two do not go together, as the 1970s
provided ample proof When America was in the period of its weakness, the
Soviet Union used this weakness to expand In doing so, however, it created
the preconditions for a resurgent America, for the victory of President
Reagan, and for an America which is much more assertive than it was m the
1970s — an America on the attack, on the offensive and a Soviet Union on the
defensive The question for the USSR is is it worth it3 In all probability, this
will remain a dilemma without a clcarcut answer So much depends on
economic recovery, on whether they can reach an agreement on arms
reduction with the United States, and on the temptations and opportunities
in the Third World For example, Iran, when the Ayatollah dies, would be a
very considerable temptation for the Soviets Not that they would actually
invade the country, because they know that there is a line of demarcation in
the Middle East involving key American and Western interests which they
would not be permitted to cross

It seems then that we arc in a period when the Soviets are on the defensive,
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even if they increase the level of war in Afghanistan or of deliveries to
Angola. The Soviet Union is now more than ever placed in a stark, difficult
situation by its lack of major foreign policy options other than the purely
military ones, although belatedly a new and energetic diplomatic offensive is
emerging. In this situation, there seems little clanger of Soviet domination, of
the Soviets becoming the dominant world power. What is dangerous is to
assume that the Soviets arc likely to abandon their world power aspirations
permanently. On the contrary, after the present period of retrenchment, we
will in all probability sec new periods of offensive and of expansion.
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Philip Nel
The Revitalization of Soviet Foreign Policy

1. Introduction: The Stagnation of Soviet Foreign Policy
Although not the most important problem Gorbachev had to face on

assumption of power in March 1985, the stagnation of Soviet foreign policy
in the first four years of the 1980s posed a serious threat to Soviet security
interests and its status as a global power. Much attention has been given to the
marked decline in Soviet economic performance and the degeneration of the
fabric of Soviet society in the immediate prc-Gorbachev era. What has not
been taken sufficiently into account, was a similar decline in the vitality of its
foreign policy; a decline precipitated ironically by the seemingly successful
execution of the Afghanistan campaign.

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 not only attested to the
growing sense of Soviet self-confidence which was a major hallmark of the
Brezhnev legacy, but was also a sign of a foreign policy establishment out of
step with trends in the international arena. Soviet decision-makers not only
underestimated the resolve of the Afghanistan resistance, they also
underestimated the reaction from the Muslim and developing countries in
general. More significantly, Moscow had no real grasp of a changing
American mood that introduced a Rapid Deployment Force in the Middle
East and swept a strongminded, anti-communist administration to power in
1980. Afghanistan finally killed off what was left of detente. In its place
stepped the 'globalism' of a new American administration for which
Brezhnev and his foreign policy establishment were ill prepared, and with
which his successors even now find it difficult to deal. In 1980-1981, Poland
exemplified a faltering resolve on the part of the Soviet government. Poland
was always difficult to deal with, due to its unique situation in the Warsaw
Pact. If there had been, however, a young dynamic leadership in Moscow in
1980-1981, the Polish question would have been dealt with in a more
determined and evenhanded way. As it was, the Brezhnev leadership debated
the issue endlessly, and eventually resorted to the well-tried tactic of
sponsoring a General to subdue the unruly Poles.'

Elsewhere, Soviet policy become ineffective or simply bogged down.
Brezhnev did visit West Germany in 1981, but intense Soviet propaganda
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could not stop the deployment of intermediate range NATO missiles in
Western Europe. Soviet relations with China did show some signs of
improvement in 1982, yet the Soviet leadership was slow in capitalizing on
major Chinese concessions.2 Consequently, despite some mutual visits3 and
the signing of a trade agreement in March 1983/ relations remained hostile,
fuelled by the protracted Vietnamese-Chinese conflict in Kampuchea.

In the developing countries, the early 1980s witnessed a complete reversal
of Soviet fortunes compared with the 1970s. Soviet expansion during that
period was premised on its ability to exploit conflict situations in which it
effectively challenged the status quo colonial powers. By 1982 it had become
clear, however, that roles had been reversed. In Afghanistan, Angola,
Mozambique and Nicaragua, the Soviets suddenly found themselves in the
novel position of being the supporter of the status quo power while externally
backed rebels threatened to oust the favoured regimes. Economic stagnation
and unfavourable climatic conditions exacerbated the plight of these newly
acquired Soviet clients, but also made it embarrassingly evident that the
USSR did not have the means or the willingness to bail its friends out. The
little Soviet assistance that was forthcoming, was restricted to military aid,
and even that proved to be ineffective.5

In the Middle East the Soviets were faced with embarrassing contingencies
and they had no means of dealing with them. On the one hand, the little that
was left of the peace process was mediated by the USA, while the USSR
increasingly became a disgruntled onlooker, On the other hand, successful
Israeli military actions against Syria only emphasized the inferior nature of
the Soviet-supplied Syrian military forces. In the wake of the Israeli attacks,
the USSR, through its dilatorincss in coming to the Syrians' rescue, indicated
that its military commitments to most-favoured clients in practice meant
much less than was believed previously.

Brezhnev's report to the 26th Party Congress in February 1981 testified to
a sense of Soviet gloom about negative international trends. While in 1976 he
could still start his report on the international situation with 'the world is
changing before our very eyes, and changing for the better', this exuberance
had disappeared by 1981. His 1981 report was prefaced by 'on the
international plane the period under review has been rough and complicated',
and he referred to 'difficult times', 'critical situations' and 'thunderclouds
gathering on the international horizon'.6

In Moscow itself, Brezhnev not only lost his health to such an extent that
his speech to the 26th Party Congress had to be interrupted several times, but
he also lost his major confidant and foreign policy adviser in January 1982.
Mikhail Suslov was not only the kingmaker in the Kremlin but was also de

facto guardian of the Party's foreign policy establishment. His closeness to
Brezhnev was revealed by the latter's (to quote Jonathan Steclc) 'strange
atheistic benediction' at Suslov's grave: 'Sleep peacefully, dear friend'.7 With
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Suslov dead, Brezhnev virtually incapacitated, and intra-Kremlinjockeying
for the leadership in full swing, the Soviet foreign policy establishment fell
into a stupor which the short-lived Andropov and Cherncnko leaderships
could not remove 8

One cannot, therefore, underestimate the daunting nature of Gorbachev's
task to put some life into the almost moribund Soviet foreign policy, and
reverse some of the negative trends indicated above Against this gloomy
background, Gorbachev's rcvitahzation of Soviet foreign policy since early
1985 is all the more remarkable While it will be some time before his foreign
policy is firmly on track, and before he regains lost initiative, he has
nevertheless infused Soviet foreign policy with a new style and substance that
merit close attention

Not a single region of importance to the Soviet Union has been left
unattended In Eastern Europe Gorbachev has imposed a strict economic
austerity programme aimed at limiting Soviet responsibility, without
undermining its stronger than ever politico-military control In Western
Europe the Dutch and Belgians have finally acceded to the Intermediate
Nuclear Forces, while both Germany and Britain have agreed to participate
in the American SDI programme Despite these Soviet setbacks, Gorbachev
has, through personal diplomacy, healed the rift between the USSR and
France and has mended relations with Italy In addition Britain has clearly
softened its stance on the USSR, while the emotional 25th anniversary of the
erection of the Berlin Wall has been handled adroitly by the USSR to limit
excessive propaganda on both sides Furthermore, real progress at the
Stockholm negotiations has testified to a significant relaxation in East-West
relations in Europe

In Asia, Gorbachev has revived the idea of an Asian-Pacific peace
conference, which would include China (PRC) During his major speech at
the 27th Party Congress in February 1986, Gorbachev made exceptionally
conciliatory overtures to the PRC, and these have since been followed up by
high level visits and a general relaxation of relations India has again been re-
established as Moscow's second closest ally in Asia, after Vietnam, while the
Kremlin has attempted to improve diplomatic and economic relations with
the six moderate countries comprising ASEAN

The Middle East has also been a venue of increased Soviet diplomacy
during the past few months Mo>t notable are the concerted efforts to re-
establish consular relations with Israel (broken off in 1967) Although no
agreement has yet been signed, the Soviet Union is seemingly prepared to
make major concessions on the emigration of Soviet Jewry in order to re-
establish itself as a credible broker in Middle Eastern peace talks In addition,
Soviet-Iran relations seem to be back on a sure footing, while a diplomatic
accord has been struck with Oman, a conservative Gulf state

The past year has also witnessed the revitahzation of Soviet diplomacy
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towards Africa. Between May 1985 and October 1986 nine Soviet-African
summits {all in Moscow) have taken place, while senior members of the
Politburo and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs have visited the continent.
Most notable were the December 1985 meeting with Mugabe in Moscow
which formalized Soviet-Zimbabwean state, party and trade contacts, and
the nine (December 1985-Septembcr 1986) top level meetings between
Angola and the USSR.

The most noteworthy aspect of Gorbachev's revitalization drive is, of
course, his breaking of the stalemate with the USA on disarmament issues.
Moscow had completely lost the initiative, since the USSR, under
Gromyko's guidance, had unilaterally broken off arms negotiations with the
US in the early 1980s. Since coming to power, however, Gorbachev has
skilfully exploited both American and world opinion as well as the UN Year
of Peace, to open up avenues for some hard-nosed bargaining with the
Reagan administration on arms control. In the process, he proved
exceptionally adroit in presenting significant Soviet concessions as 'creative
initiatives'.

Thus, all in all, Soviet foreign policy today presents a much more lively
and dynamic profile than two short years ago, as has been noted by many
commentators. What has not been acknowledged adequately is that this
revitalization has been accompanied by two major alterations in Soviet
foreign policy orientation. These changes, which we will examine in more
detail in the following two sections, entail, first, a near complete overhaul of
the Soviet foreign policy establishment, and secondly, the introduction of
significant conceptual innovations (or the resurrection of some older ones) in
the legitimation of the current foreign policy drive. Given the obvious long
term effects they may have on Soviet policy in general, and on Soviet policy
towards Southern Africa in particular, these basic changes merit some
attention.

2. Gorbachev's overhaul of the Soviet foreign policy establishment
During a meeting with the General Secretary of the Italian Communist

Party just three days after Gorbachev's election to the post of General
Secretary, Gorbachev underlined his intention to 'introduce a new dynamism
into the whole of the Party's and State's internal and foreign policy'.9

Gorbachev has kept his word. His first and most obvious strategy was to
replace the establishment figures closely associated with the Brezhnev era
with a new team functionally orientated towards the task of renewal and
intensification. This strategy has already resulted in an approximately 60 per
cent turnover of all ministers in the Soviet establishment and a thorough
renewal of the Party apparatus. What is especially significant for our purposes
is that not a single foreign policy-orientated institution has been unaffected.
In the fifteen months since Andrei Gromyko was shunted from the Foreign
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Ministry to the largely ceremonial Presidency and replaced by Eduard
Shevardnadze, Gorbachev has changed all party secretaries dealing with
foreign affairs, most senior officials in the Foreign Ministry and more than 40
key ambassadors around the world. It is impossible to cover all these changes
in sufficient detail here, but it is instructive to take note of two significant
trends in those changes.

There is no doubt that Andrei Gromyko had, since his appointment to the
Politburo in 1973, concentrated significant prestige and power around his
person and his Foreign Ministry.10 This was evident for example in the
dominant role Gromyko played in the conduct of the policy of detente (his
promotion in 1973 coincided with the establishment of this policy); his
presumed role in blocking the upward mobility of Ponomarev, the grand old
man of Soviet policy towards the Third World; the nepotism he displayed in
getting his son — who is actually an Americanist — promoted to the post of
Director of the Institute for African Studies; and the growing influence of one
of his deputies, Leonid Ilyichcv, in the conduct of Soviet policy towards
China and Africa. The final seal on Gromyko's stature was provided in
March 1981 when the Foreign Minister was promoted to First Deputy
Chairman of the Council of Ministers and given the sanction to 'co-ordinate
all foreign policy activities'.n All in all, Gromyko and his ministry displayed
all the attributes of a latter-day Molotov-establishment.

As with Gromyko, Molotov's long years in office (Molotov served almost
without break as Foreign Minister from 1939 to 1956) had enabled him to
build up a highly skilled and closely knit staff, and to develop a substantial
policy inertia which led to differences with Khrushchev in the middle 1950s
on almost all major foreign policy issues.12 Khrushchev had Molotov
disciplined in 1955 and eventually ousted as Foreign Minister in 1956. In his
place, Khrushchev had his personal envoy, Shepilov, appointed (Shepilov
was in his turn replaced by Gromyko in 1957).

Gorbachev therefore had a precedent for his moves to introduce a new
'dynamism' in Soviet foreign policy. What the Molotov era had
demonstrated was that a new General Secretary had to finesse a well-
established and powerful Foreign Ministry {MFA) in his desire to introduce a
new foreign policy line. Gorbachev did not make the same mistake as
Khrushchev — of floating a new policy line before taking care of the MFA.
Taking care of the MFA, though, posed a serious problem. Was it not
Gromyko himself who had proposed Gorbachev for the General
Secretaryship in a most glowing and unperfunctory manner in March 1985?
In having Gromyko 'promoted' to Chairman of the Supreme Soviet's
Presidium, Gorbachev could not only ostentatiously repay a debt, but at the
same time rid himself of what he (correctly) perceived as a threat to a new
foreign policy orientation. Although it was rumoured that Gromyko would
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still play a role in Soviet foreign policy, his absence from the Reagan-
Gorbachev summit in November 1985 put his eclipse beyond all doubt.

Gorbachev's next step was to appoint a new Foreign Minister who not
only had no direct link with the Gromyko network, but whose experience
with foreign affairs was limited to a few ceremonial foreign visits and the
responsibility of playing the host during foreign visitors' ritual visits to the
Georgian republic. On the credit side, Shevardnadze had long experience as a
skilful administrator who had proved his mettle in anti-corruption
campaigns in the unruly Georgian administration. It meant that Gorbachev
himself could take charge of the general management of foreign policy, while
Shevardnadze would keep the MFA in check.

Gromyko's 'promotion' and Shevardnadze's appointment not only served
to curb the MFA's standing, but also to re-establish the dominance of the
Party apparatus in the formulation of foreign policy. That the Party's
standing in terms of foreign policy did need some boosting, was obvious.13

The major foreign policy apparatchik, Boris Ponomarcv, had been in office
since 1955 and turned 82 in January this year. He was also closely identified
with the detente policy, but played a major role in that aspect of this policy
which severed the issue of unbridled Soviet expansionism in the Third World
from relaxation between the superpowers: a policy which precipitated the
demise of detente. In addition, the Foreign Propaganda Department of the
CPSU under Leonid Zamyatin proved to be increasingly ineffectual, and was
also a candidate for regeneration.

The second wave of major new appointments was consequently directed
at rejuvenating the party's foreign policy apparatus. Firstly, Alexander N
Yakovlcv was appointed Chief of the Foreign Propaganda Department in
July 1985, and has since emerged as a key figure in the formulation of Soviet
policy towards the USA. He served in the same department from 1962 to
1973, after which he was ambassador to Canada for ten years. In 1983, shortly
after Gorbachev's very successful visit to Canada, he became editor of the
prestigious foreign policy journal MEMO. Secondly, a most capable
successor for Ponomarev was found in Anatoly Dobrynin, Soviet
ambassador to Washington since 1962. Dobrynin emerged from the 27th
Party Congress as a Secretary of the CPSU responsible for foreign affairs,
and therefore as de facto Chief of the International Department. Georgi M
Korniyenko, First Deputy Minister in the MFA since 1977, was appointed as
his deputy.

To secure the Party's predominance, Gorbachev thus appointed three of
the best minds and most skilful diplomats in Gromyko's old department.
Equally striking is the fact that all three appointees have extensive experience
in dealing with the USA. Ponomarev's and Zamyatin's bungling of the
'American angle' seems to be a thing of the past.
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The elevation of'Americanists' and 'Westernises' to important positions
was duplicated in other appointments in the MFA. Alexander A
Bessmertnykh, Chief of the USA department in the MFA, became a Deputy
Minister, while Anatoly L Adamishin, Chief of the First European
Department took over from Ilyichev as Deputy Minister responsible for
Southern Africa.14 In addition, the Soviet ambassador to Paris, Yliy M
Vorontsov, was recalled to Moscow as a First Deputy Foreign Minister while
another European specialist, Anatoly G Kovalev, also became a First Deputy
Foreign Minister.

Thus, in the space of a single year Gorbachev had not only re-established
Party control over the foreign policy establishment, but had also ensured that
whatever policy initiatives are launched, they will be tailored to solicit the
desired American and Western responses.

3. Innovation and resurrection of concepts
Gorbachev's managerial changes have been accomplished by the

development of a new rhetoric designed to suggest and legitimize various
initiatives. Five elements of this changing conceptual framework stand out
and need some clarification. These are (1) the 'organic link' between foreign
and domestic policy; (2) the concept of multipolarity and the 'common
destiny' of Europe; (3) the 'new style of thinking* touted as the appropriate
conceptual response to the nuclear threat against human survival; (4) the
concept of a comprehensive system for international security; and (5)
'political settlements' for regional conflicts.

3.1 Foreign policy's 'organic link' with domestic economic reform
On 23 May 1986, Gorbachev convened a major meeting of senior Foreign

Affairs officials and Soviet ambassadors. According to the only published
reference to this meeting (a first page report in Pravda of 24.5.86), the Soviet
leader used this opportunity to examine Soviet diplomacy 'critically and with
Party-style exactingness'; a turn of phrase which suggests that Gorbachev did
not mince his words. Pravda also noted that Gorbachev 'described in detail
the conditions of the activity of Soviet diplomacy at the present stage,
analysed its main directions and forms in organic connection with the domestic
tasks now being handled by the Party . . . ' (emphasis added).

Since this important meeting, numerous statements by Soviet leaders and
academics have emphasized that the State's foreign policy is above all geared
to create favourable external circumstances for the domestic reforms under
way in the USSR. E A Ambartsumov, head of a department in the Institute of
the Economics of the World Socialist System, recently summarized the gist
of this approach in these words: 'Domestic policy is a primary and
determining factor in this respect. Awareness of accumulated domestic
problems and of the need for their urgent solution for our country's confident
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and assertive advance — this is the factor which contributed to the
presentation of the USSR's new and so constructive foreign policy
initiatives."5

The 'accumulated domestic problems' referred to by Ambartsumov are
mainly economic stagnation and the inability of the Soviet economy to shift
gears to an intensive, productive growth pattern. At the basis of this, as
Gorbachev has repeatedly indicated, lies the evident inability of the Soviet
Union to keep up with the scientific-technical revolution spearheaded by
Western and Japanese advances in information and processing technology.
Although Gorbachev has launched a major investment drive in domestic
technology renewal, it is evident that 'economic intensification' (Gorbachev)
largely depends on the ability to step up technology transfer to the Soviet
Union and scale down domestic defence spending to facilitate the rc-
allocation of scarce investment funds (there is no indication as yet that the
USSR is keen to increase its foreign borrowing for investment purposes).

A desire to increase technology transfer and adjustment in investment
policy arc the two key domestic issues determining the general trend of
current Soviet foreign policy. Both, in their turn, have led to the formulation
of two related conceptual innovations in Soviet foreign policy rhetoric.

3.2 Counter-balancing centres of power in the capitalist world and the common
destiny of Europe

First, Western Europe is the major potential source of the much needed
technology, given the intransigence of the USA and continuing hostility
between the USSR and Japan. Accordingly, a large section of recent Soviet
diplomatic activity has been geared towards what one Soviet source has
called 'erecting a new edifice of detente' in Soviet-West European relations.16

Examples of this arc the summit meetings between Gorbachev and British,
French, German and Italian leaders during the past year, and two major
concessions the USSR is seemingly prepared to make. In the first place,
Gorbachev has indicated that the Soviets are prepared to accept the EEC as a
political unity to be dealt with as such,l7 and not only as an economic collection
of trading partners. This flexibility is a major departure from past Soviet
practice, and reflects a recognition of the evolving political role of the EEC,
as has been exemplified in EEC actions towards South Africa and the Third
World in general. Secondly, the USSR has lent recognition to the 'Eureka'
programme of West European space exploration 'as far as it has civilian
purposes', and East Germany's Erich Honccker has even suggested closer co-
operation between the East European 'Intercosmos' space programme and
'Eureka'.18

To back up these advances towards Western Europe, the Gorbachev team
has introduced two novel concepts. The first, given priority during
Gorbachev's major policy speech before the 27th Party Congress in February
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1986, promotes the view that the capitalist world is not simply a monolith
under the tutelage of the USA. During his speech Gorbachev repeatedly
referred to growing 'inter-capitalist contradictions1 evolving from the fact
that the capitalist world has not one but three centres of power, i.e. the USA,
Western Europe andjapan. In addition, policy analysts such as Yakovlev and
Georgi Arbatov, the Director of the influential Institute for the USA and
Canada, have stated that 'America is not the world', and that there is a
'multipolarity' (Yakovlev) in the capitalist world.19 Secondly, Soviet
spokesmen have stated that Western Europe is the 'closest1 to the USSR of all
three power centres, since 'all European nations' — the USSR included —
'share a common destiny' and have 'a common home'. This destiny is said to
include finding ways of'survival' given the threat of cataclysmic nuclear war,
a constant desire to promote detente despite the souring of American-Soviet
relations, and finally an 'objective interest' in limiting American economic,
political and cultural imperialism threatening the 'distinctiveness of
European history'. Soviet authors are careful to make a distinction between
'subjective' factors which still tie Western Europe predominantly to the USA
through the NATO alliance, and 'objective' factors, where Soviet, East and
West European interests are said to converge.20

This should not be construed to imply that the Soviet leadership is at
present seriously considering the possibility of releasing Western Europe
from the American bondage. Although some indications have emerged that
the concept of a United Front against the USA — analogous to the 1930s' idea
of a United Front against Fascism — is being considered in some circles,21

Gorbachev has given no indication that he subscribes to this unrealistic idea.
What is clear, however, is that his leadership is trying to exploit tactically
some trans-Atlantic differences and to re-establish East-West detente in
Europe in order to facilitate Soviet participation in West European
technological developments.

3.3 'New style of thinking'
The second important restraint on intensification in the Soviet economy is

the inordinately high percentage of GNP invested in military development.
Despite official Soviet claims that the USSR spends only 5 per cent of its GNP
on defence, Western commentators put this figure as high as 15 per cent, a
third to a half of which is needed to maintain, as Soviet authors call it, 'crude
nuclear parity with the USA and NATO'. Although there is no doubt that
the USSR will in the long term be able to match new American armament
developments, including the Strategic Defence Initiative ('Star Wars'),
programme, this will only be secured through a massive re-allocation of
already scarce resources into capital intensive and eventually unproductive
military research and development projects. Gorbachev, better than any
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Soviet leader before him, realizes that continued and escalating defence
allocations will entail an unbearable economic and eventually even a political
cost Coupled with his obvious attempts to curtail the political ascendancy of
the military-industrial complex in the USSR (the sacking of Romanov m
1985, and limiting military patronage in the central organs of the Party),
Gorbachev has geared Soviet foreign policy towards limiting the escalation
of the arms race.

The focal point in this regard is the current widely used concept of'a new
thinking' in foreign policy Although this term has mostly been used to sell
Gorbachev's seemingly conciliatory suggestions about arms control, his plan
for a phasing out of all nuclear weapons before the end of the century, and his
suggestions in connection with an international security system (sec below),
Soviet commentators have also lauded signs of'new thinking' in comments
of Third World leaders on the need to reduce the arms race, and their
favourable reaction to Gorbachev's proposals in this regard ~

In the numerous recent references to this 'new thinking' in Soviet sources,
four elements arc said to constitute its base First, human survival as such is
regarded to be at stake if drastic measures arc not taken to curtail the arms
race 21 Secondly, an elaborate attempt is being made to link 'new thinking'
with what two important Soviet authors call a 'higher stage of civilization' n

By this is implied, so the authors say, that in the conduct of peaceful co-
existence previous forms of confrontation must be replaced by international
cooperation to avert a nuclear holocaust Although the clement of rivalry
between the two competing world systems capitalism and socialism, will
persist, with the eventual triumph of socialism, peaceful rivalry must exclude
continued nuclear competition and extension of the arms race to outer space
Thirdly, and certainly of prime importance, 'new thinking' is said to imply
that decisions can no longer be taken simply with one side's interest in mind
As a Deputy Director of the USA and Canada Institute has put it 'It is a fact
that security must not be gained at the expense of the other side's interest and
that the multifaccted interests of all sides must be taken into account '25

Fourthly, the above three aspects arc used to contrast 'new thinking' with the
policy of 'nco-globalism' expounded by the Reagan administration The
latter is presented by Soviet authors in such a way that certain American
factions, and especially the military-industrial complex in the USA, are
accused of attempts to speed-up the arms race all over the globe and in space,
and arc wilfully embarking on a policy of instigating regional conflicts for
their own purposes.

There is, of course, no doubt that the concept of'new thinking1 was part of
a massive Soviet propaganda campaign to discredit the USA and the SDI
programme — the UN-declared Year of Peace It would howev cr be facile to
simply dismiss it on this account As indicated above, the USSR has a
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tangible interest in slowing down the arms race, which opens up the
possibility of negotiating significant Soviet concessions. Marshall Shulman,
one of America's leading scholars on the Soviet Union, quite correctly said
that he has never experienced a Soviet leadership more prepared to make
concessions than the present one. Concessions have already been made,
namely the unilateral extension of the moratorium on nuclear tests, and
conceding on-sitc verification as part of a larger arms deal. On the other hand
it should be noted that these concessions do not affect the clear advantage the
USSR has in intermediate nuclear missiles in Europe or its lead in ICBM-
payload capabilities. 'Taking both sides' interests into consideration' clearly
has more than one meaning. More recent developments indicate that before
the bargaining has ceased, medium- or short-range missiles and new
'conventional' forces will have all been subject to scrutiny, with the West
Europeans concerned that they too should play a central role.

3.4 A 'comprehensive system of international security'
The centre-piece of Gorbachev's current foreign policy drive is his

suggestion that a new framework for international relations should be
established. Introducing this framework during his report to the 27th Party
Congress, Gorbachev said: 'Now, as never before, it is important to find
ways for closer and more productive co-operation with governments,
parties, and mass organizations and movements that arc genuinely concerned
about the destiny of peace on earth, and with all people, in order to build an
all-embracing system of international security. '2(l

So far, Soviet leaders have given only sketchy details of what such a
system of security might entail. Apart from general disarmament, a ban on
chemical weapons, and the renunciation of nuclear war, Gorbachev's
proposals also make provision for measures to promote confidence-building
between states, a restructuring of international economic relations to
eliminate 'discrimination', and a whole range of issues termed 'humanitarian'
by Gorbachev, e.g. dissemination of information, 'extirpation of genocide
and apartheid', etc.

In the wake of these proposals, Gorbachev during 1986 suggested
international peace conferences on the Pacific region and the Middle East,
while the UN will be presented, during the current session (1986-1987), with
a detailed list of proposals towards such an international security system.

In essence, Gorbachev's initiative in this regard is a resurrection of
Brezhnev's Peace Programme announced during the 24th Party Congress in
1971. While most of the elements in Brezhnev's programme arc included in
the present one, it is instructive to note that Gorbachev's tone is more
defensive than Brezhnev's. Gone, for example, is Brezhnev's aggressive
resolution 'to administer an immediate and firm rebuff to any act of
aggression or international highhandedness'.27
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3.5 'Political settlements of all regional conflicts'
Gorbachev's resurrection of Brezhnev's Peace Programme may, with

good reason, elicit some cynicism. While that programme was publicized in
the early Seventies as a 'sincere effort to scale down international conflict',
Brezhnev supervised an extensive Soviet commitment to conflict in the
developing countries. Starting with the 1973 Middle East war, conflict-
ridden regions were flooded by Soviet weaponry, advisers, and proxies:
Soviet influence in the developing countries expanded on an unprecedented
scale. As Brezhnev repeatedly stated — a dictum Western states ignored to
their own detriment — peaceful relations with the USA and Western Europe
did not exclude a commitment to the ideological war elsewhere.

Will the present proposals for an international security system also serve as
a smokescreen for Soviet attempts to further its aims in the developing
countries? The answer is both 'no' and 'yes'.

'No', because it is evident that the present leadership is much more
sensitive to the fact that Brezhnev's adventures in the Third World cventualJy
seriously undermined detente. In addition, things have lately not been going
well for the USSR and its regional clients, as was related earlier.
Consequently it is safe to assume that Soviet self-interest underlies
Gorbachev's stated commitment to 'political settlements of all regional
conflicts', already aired during 1985, but fully publicized only during 1986.

This is not the first time that the phrase has been used. It was stock in trade
during the Brezhnev era; Andropov used it in 1984, and a 1984 Warsaw Pact
communique also contained it.2H What is new, however, is that this concept
has now been extended to cover not only Afghanistan and the Middle East,
but all regional conflicts.29 As such it forms part of Gorbachev's proposals for
an international security system. Also new is the willingness to make
concessions to get such settlements under way. In the Middle East,
Gorbachev has announced his willingness to withdraw the Soviet naval
contingent in the Mediterranean, is actively trying to re-establish diplomatic
ties with Israel, and to improve relations with moderate Arab countries,
notably Egypt. In the case of Afghanistan, the Soviets got rid of the
intransigent Afghan leader, Babrak Karmal, and followed up a decision to
withdraw six Soviet regiments (about 7000 men) from Afghanistan during
October 1986 with an offer in early 1987 of total withdrawal, to be
negotiated. In Southern Africa, the Soviet Union seems to be backing a joint
Angola-Cuban decision to withdraw Cuban troops in stages, given certain
preconditions.

Despite these 'concessions' it is however clear that the USSR is at the same
time doing its best to secure its own and its clients' positions in the said
regions. For one thing, proposals so far make no provision for the inclusion
of the Muslim rebels in a negotiated settlement in Afghanistan, nor for
Savimbi's inclusion in talks on Angola. Secondly, Soviet spokesmen have
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made it clear that progress in regional negotiations depends on some kind of
arms control agreement between the superpowers. The USSR is thus
promoting its own brand of linkage which is as yet unacceptable to the
Americans. Thirdly, Sovict-Cuban-Angolan preconditions for a settlement
in Angola, even in its wording, will be unacceptable to both the RSA and the
USA. These preconditions are: (i) the cessation of South African 'aggression'
against its neighbours and the withdrawal of'American blanket support' for
this; (ii) total independence for Namibia in terms of UN Res. 435/78; and (ni)
'the total elimination of the inhuman system of apartheid'.3" Lastly, Soviet
commitment to a settlement in Angola did not prevent a massive Soviet-
backed FAPLA operation against UNITA along the Benguela railway line,
nor has there been any scaling down of Soviet arms deliveries to Angola.

Soviet commitment to the political settlement of regional conflicts
therefore does not imply unilateral Soviet concessions or a desire to extricate
the USSR from its deep and burdensome involvement in certain favoured
regions. Yet, at the same time, the USSR has an obvious desire to limit
regional conflicts to manageable proportions, and as one source has put it,
'not speed things up (in Southern Africa)'. If handled with care and
circumvention, such Soviet desires may be exploited to revitalize the stalled
1984 peace talks in Southern Africa.

4. Conclusion
All in all, Soviet foreign policy seems poised for a dynamic, well

orchestrated and knowledgeable revival. Given Gorbachev's repeated
reference to the 'Leninist foundations' of current Soviet policy, we arc
entering a phase in which Lenin's skilful blending of tactical manoeuvering
and concessions with principled and well-defined conceptual pretexts may
well be revived in Gorbachev's handling of the international scene. It would
be safe to say that never before in the post World War II period has the Soviet
Union enjoyed such an experienced and functionally orientated foreign
policy establishment. This applies especially to the present Soviet team
responsible for Third World relations and for Soviet foreign propaganda in
general.

Although Gorbachev's managerial and conceptual innovations are a
necessary precondition for the revival of Soviet foreign, policy, in themselves
they do not guarantee its success. It will be some time before Gorbachev
completely regains ground and initiative lost in the last years of Brezhnev's
rule. Overall, one should also not forget that the USSR still has to operate in
an international world not of its own making, nor has the USSR ever had the
ability to manipulate the international scene at will. While Gorbachev may be
able to re-establish the global posture of the USSR, that posture will entail as
many liabilities as advantages. Thus, although note should be taken of
Gorbachev's attempted revitalization of Soviet foreign policy, and of the
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successes he has already achieved, a balanced and realistic assessment of
Soviet capabilities and limitations, is still the only basis on which appropriate
counter-measures can be devised
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Deon Geldenhuys
South Africa's International Isolation

A National Party press advertisement in the 1983 referendum campaign
declared: 'A "no" vote will only disillusion our friends and further isolate our
country'. The National Party of course got their 'yes' vote from the white
electorate and South Africa was given a new constitution. Yet our friends
abroad are more disillusioned than ever and our country is even more isolated
than before the referendum.

Enforced isolation is in fact an outstanding feature of South Africa's
international position. Isolation, however, is neither a natural nor an
immutable state of affairs for any country. It can moreover be highly
damaging to its interests.

The isolation of a country, like its wealth or power, only makes sense in a
comparative context. Therefore, to comprehend the nature and extent of
South Africa's isolation, we need to compare the Republic's international
relations with those of some other isolated or pariah states, as well as with
those of some 'normal1 or integrated states.

In trying to measure isolation, we could distinguish between four broad
areas of isolation: diplomatic, economic/technological, military and socio-
culfural. In each of these, a number of specific indicators of isolation can be
identified.

1. Diplomatic Isolation
The most obvious indicator of diplomatic isolation is the size of a country's

diplomatic network.
South Africa in 1980 and 1985 had ambassadors in only about 16 per cent

of the states belonging to the UN. South Africa has never had full diplomatic
relations with any communist state; the Soviet Union however enjoyed
consular representation in Pretoria from 1942 to 1956, when the Strijdom
government closed the Soviet mission. Only one internationally recognized
black state, Malawi, maintains diplomatic links with the Republic. Our
diplomatic network is very heavily Western, first-world, oriented.

The limited scope of South Africa's diplomatic relations is borne out by
comparing the Republic with a number of other pariah as well as 'normal'

Professor Geldenhuys is Head of the Department of Political Science at Rand Afrikaans
University, Johannesburg.
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states. The selection of'normal' states was made on the basis of comparable
population size and, in the cases of Australia and Canada, common historical
background (ex-British dominions), whereas Zimbabwe was included
because it is one of the newest states and one which has had to build up a
diplomatic network virtually from scratch. As far as Taiwan is concerned,
one should add that the country maintains no less than 90 official and
unofficial offices abroad, including embassies in 13 states.

A second indicator of diplomatic isolation is membership of inter-
governmental organizations. South Africa is still a member of the United
Nations, but since the rejection of its credentials by the General Assembly in
1974 it has been unable to participate in Assembly proceedings. The Republic
has retained membership of a number of UN agencies, such as the
International Monetary Fund and the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade, buthas resigned or has been expelled fromsevcral others. In all, South
Africa belongs to some 45 inter-governmental organisations dealing with
technical matters, including such regional associations as the Southern
African Customs Union and the Southern African Regional Tourism
Council. South Africa is not a member of any of the major sub-global
political organisations, namely the OAU, Commonwealth and Non-
Aligned Movement. Of the other pariahs, only Taiwan finds itself in a
weaker position than South Africa. In 1971, following the People's Republic
of China's admission to the UN, Taiwan lost its membership of all UN
bodies. Today Taiwan belongs to only 10 inter-governmental organizations.

International treaties represent the third indicator. Mere statistics do not tell
the full story, for numbers do not reveal the nature and importance of
treaties. There might nonetheless be some significance in the fact that of the
2J9 treaties concluded by South Africa between 1980 and 1984, no less than
192 were bilateral agreements with Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda and
Ciskei.

Fourth, the relative lack of official visits abroad by South African heads of
state and/or government and by their opposite numbers to this country, also
reflect the Republic's international isolation. In the 24 years since the
establishment of a republic in 1961, South Africa's successive state presidents
paid a mere eight official foreign visits — independent ex-homelands
included. The heads of government have also been relatively home-bound.
Particularly instructive is that no South African prime minister since Smuts,
in 1946, has visited either the United States or the United Nations. Looking
at foreign leaders' visits to South Africa, the last leader of a major Western
power to visit this country was Britain's Mr Harold Macmillan way back in
1960. South African leaders' limited involvement in personal diplomacy is
not a case of self-isolation; instead, the South Africans are not particularly
valued visitors to the chancelleries of the world and Pretoria is, by the same
token, a place to be avoided.
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The UN's avalanche of denunciations and punitive measures directed against
South Africa for over two decades now, provides further evidence of the
Republic's alienation from the international community. Except for
Rhodesia, no other state has been so persistently subjected to such drastic
decisions by the world body. Many of the UN resolutions arc specifically
designed to isolate South Africa in virtually all areas of inter-state contact.

Finally, we can refer to the degree of diplomatic support that South Africa
receives in international forums. While the vast majority of member states of
international organizations as a rule side against South Africa, some Western
powers are still prepared to protect the Republic in the UN on two crucial
issues: membership of the organization and comprehensive sanctions. One
can thus conclude that these Western states do not wish to isolate South
Africa completely — at least not at present. This kind of protection is neither
unconditional nor automatic and Western powers have already supported an
array of UN punitive measures against the Republic. Contrast South Africa's
situation with that of other pariahs: in the case of Israel, for example, the
protective diplomatic shield of the US had ensured that the Security Council
has not followed the General Assembly in deciding on punitive measures
against Israel. Chile, in turn, has on several occasions been censured for its
human rights violations but neither of the two UN organs has called for
punitive measures. As regards Taiwan, it has been left more or less in peace
by the UN since its expulsion in 1971.

2. Economic/Technological Isolation
The second main area of isolation concerns economic interaction. The focus

of international (and indeed also domestic) attempts to extend South Africa's
isolation is on the economic area. The reasons arc clear: it is in this field that
the Republic is least isolated and where isolation could do most material
damage.

As far as trade is concerned, an increasing number of states maintain official
restrictions on dealings with South Africa. Recent additions to the list include
Sweden, the European Community and the United States. In several
countries, including Britain and West Germany, private organizations have
long engaged in voluntary boycotts of South African products.

South Africa enjoys official trade representation in all states in which it has
diplomatic or consular missions, as well as in Zimbabwe, Swaziland and
Mozambique. The reverse situation applies to foreign trade representation in
South Africa. Of course, the presence of the proverbial flag is not a
precondition for trade, but it may well ease matters.

Foreign investment in South Africa is another prime target of the advocates
of economic isolation. In a resolution adopted on 26 July 1985, the UN
Security Council inter alia called on states to suspend all new investment in
South Africa. Official restrictions on such investment have already been
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imposed by Sweden, Austria and France, among others. But the most
publicized activity in this field has been the disinvestment campaign in the
US. These 'private sanctions' are escalating, as witness the withdrawal from
South Africa of several US multinationals.

Private sanctions have also been evident in the area offoreign loans to South
Africa. The most celebrated case was Chase Manhattan's decision in July
1985 to suspend further loans to the Republic. In September of last year the
Reagan Administration weighed in with a ban on loans by any American
financial institution to the South African Government or its agencies, with
certain limited exceptions.

It is true that many of South Africa's current problems with foreign loans
and investment are not in the first instance the result of its long-standing
pariah status. It is rather a case of the continuing internal unrest and the
apparent lack of political reform creating great concern abroad about the
prospects for stability in South Africa. The end result is nonetheless that
South Africa is being denied important international financial facilities —
which is exactly what the advocates of isolation have clamoured for but could
not achieve on their own.

The final indicator under this heading is the transfer of technology to South
Africa. One of the many areas in which the Republic is denied access to
foreign technology, is the nuclear industry.

It is probably safe to conclude that no other national economy is today
subjected to so much international political pressure as South Africa's.

3. Military Isolation
The two indicators of military isolation are formal military agreements with

other states and the procurement of weapons abroad.
South Africa has since the Second World War not been a member of a

military alliance, i.e. a formal agreement providing for military assistance
(whether unilateral or bilateral) in the event of aggression. The Simonstown
Agreement between South Africa and Britain (1955-75) was not an alliance,
for neither party made any such commitment. It was nonetheless South
Africa's first and last post-war military treaty with a Western power. The
absence of military pacts is not due to a lack of interest or trying on South
Africa's part. Instead, it is attributable to Western states' unwillingness to
enter into any alliance with the Republic. They not only have a different
perception of South Africa's strategic value, but they also fear the political
risks of becoming implicated in the defence of the 'apartheid regime'.

Pretoria has in the meantime concluded non-aggression treaties with
Swaziland (1982) and Mozambique (1984), and with the four independent
former homelands. The parties to these bilateral agreements give no
undertakings to provide each other with military assistance in the case of
external or internal aggression.
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The Republic's problems in acquiring arms are well known. It is the only
country against which the UN Security Council today maintains a
mandatory arms embargo. In July 1985 the Council requested all states to
prohibit all new nuclear contracts with South Africa and to ban the sale of
computers that could be used by the South African security forces. The US is
one of the Western powers that has already imposed the latter restrictions; a]]
of them officially subscribe to the 1977 UN arms embargo.

No other pariah state is as isolated as South Africa in the military field. The
US is a formal ally and principal arms supplier of both Israel and Taiwan.
Chile has some problems in procuring arms from certain Western sources,
but these are not nearly as serious as South Africa's difficulties.

4. Socio-Cultural Isolation
Isolation in the sodo-cultuml sphere is the fourth and final area we will

consider.
South Africa's international sports isolation is well known. The UN is the

focal point of the international campaign to drive South African sport into
isolation. The UN's Special Committee on Apartheid has, for example,
compiled a blacklist of foreign sportsmen and -women who compete in the
Republic. The Commonwealth's Glencagles Agreement of 1977 is another
international attempt at isolating South African sport. Private sanctions are
also applied against South African sportsmen; a recent example is the World
Boxing Association's suspension of the Republic's membership.

There are also numerous efforts, by foreign governments and private
organizations alike, to discourage contact with South Africa in the field of the
art and entertainment. One such is the UN blacklist of foreign artists who
perform in South Africa.

Academic interchange between South Africa and the outside world still takes
place on a sizeable scale, whether through individual contact or international
academic organizations. There is nonetheless ample evidence of the
mounting difficulties experienced by South African academics in
participating in international academic interchange. Foreign academics, in
turn, increasingly seem to avoid visiting or researching or teaching in South
Africa. Compare this with Taiwan's educational ties with the US: over 40
Taiwanese colleges have agreements on educational and cultural cooperation
with American counterparts.

Official cultural agreements represent another indicator of socio-cultural
isolation. South Africa today has such an agreement with only Paraguay;
West Germany recently suspended its cultural agreement. The Netherlands
and Belgium terminated their agreements with South Africa in the late 1970s.
Given the fact that cultural agreements are common features of intcr-state
relations — even between ideological adversaries — South Africa's lack of
formal ties in this field can only be regarded as yet another indication of the
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extent of its international isolation. Both the UN Security Council and the
European Community in September 1985 called on member countries to
discourage cultural relations with South Africa.

Tourism, as an indicator of socio-cultural isolation, is more difficult to
assess. If one merely compares the number of foreign tourists visiting South
Africa and countries such as Australia, Chile and Kenya, the Republic's
position used to be relatively favourable. The central question, however, is;
Docs South Africa's low international political standing undermine its tourist
potential? There can be little doubt about the answer, but the actual impact of
isolation in terms of people and money is hard to calculate. Looking ahead,
South Africa may find it increasingly difficult to attract foreign visitors, as
some governments have clamped down on SATOUR activities abroad and
are moreover discouraging tourism to South Africa.

Turning next to the reverse flow of visitors, we should consider the
question of access to other states for South African passport holders. It is common
knowledge that most African states, the communist bloc, Arab states and
some countries in Southeast Asia, the Caribbean and Central and South
America, will not permit South Africans to enter, or do so only in very
exceptional cases and under strict limitations.

With regard to postal and telecommunications links with the outside world,
South Africa experiences relatively few problems. Only two states, Somalia
and Saudi Arabia, maintain complete postal bans against the Republic. Some
seven other countries, including Lebanon and Uganda, have imposed limited
postal embargoes. South Africa, in turn, accepts all foreign mail that can be
delivered.

South Africa's position is less favourable when it comes to international
transport by air and sea. A growing number of states deny South African
aircraft landing and overflying rights, and many have long closed their
harbours to South African vessels. Conversely, numerous countries prohibit
their aircraft and ships from visiting the Republic.

Evidence of isolation is also to be found in the sphere of religion. It is
particularly the three Afrikaans reformed churches that experience a
combination of self-imposed and enforced isolation from the international
ecumenical movement.

Both South African trade unions and employer organizations enjoy
considerable international contact. The black unions and the predominantly
white employer bodies however tend to pursue conflicting international
objectives. Among the unions, there is support for South Africa's economic
isolation, whereas the employer organizations are in the forefront of attempts
to counter such moves abroad.

Finally, not even the humanitarian field has remained immune from the
politics of isolation. Recently, South Africa was expelled from the
International Red Cross.
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It would require a study of major proportions to apply each of these
indicators of sodo-cultural isolation to other pariah states. Nonetheless, it is
highly unlikely that their isolation in this particular area covers such a wide
and indeed expanding spectrum as South Africa's.

If one were to apply to all the indicators of isolation to today's principal
pariah states, one would probably find that South Africa is on the whole more
isolated than either Israel or Chile. The closest modern analogy to South
Africa is Taiwan, which is in some respects more yet in others less isolated
than the Republic. South Africa however differs from Taiwan as well as from
Israel and Chile in the sense that its isolation is combined with more intense
international pressure and punishment than they experience; South Africa, in
short, faces a unique combination of isolation and interference. Another
unique feature of the Republic's isolation is that there is within the country a
far larger and stronger segment of opinion favouring isolation than in any of
the other pariah states. Furthermore, exiled South African organizations arc
highly active and influential in promoting the country's further isolation; in
this regard, there is some parallel with Israel and the PLO.

It was argued at the outset that enforced isolation is not a natural situation
for any country and it can harm its interests. South Africa's diplomatic ostracism
means that it cannot play its role as a middle-ranking power in international
politics. More important, few countries can afford to be without friends in a
dangerous world. Economic isolation can be particularly costly for a trading
nation, such ours, which moreover has to contend with massive
development and employment needs. Whatever the short-term economic
gains of isolation may be, they can hardly outweigh the medium- to long-
term damage. In the military field, South Africa has achieved a large degree of
self-sufficiency due to isolation. But despite the sophistication of the local
arms industry, the manufacture of some vital modern armaments may
remain beyond South Africa's technological or financial capabilities —
leaving only foreign sources of supply. The effects ofsocio-cultural isolation are
of course far more difficult to measure. A Western-oriented society that is
increasingly being cut off from the free flow of people and ideas, must
inevitably be left spiritually poorer.

Because isolation is unnatural and damaging, outcast states typically desire
to end their ostracism and restore 'normal' relations, particularly with their
natural allies in the West. In South Africa's case, the Government's earlier
quoted statement on the connection between a 'no' vote and more isolation,
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acknowledges the need to prevent further isolation. What is more, the
statement concedes that there is a link between South Africa's external
isolation and its internal policies. For long, the government publicly refused
to admit the patently obvious link between the two. Now, it is apparently
accepted also by the government that the only way out of isolation is through
domestic political change.

Set against this realization is a growing mood of defiance among white
South Africans. As external pressure intensifies, white resentment about and
resistance to foreign interference is evidently mounting. These reactions are
perhaps understandable, given the dubious motives of many of the foreign
advocates of sanctions. But can South Africa afford to send the world to
Archbishop Tutu's suggested destination?

There are countries, in this day and age, that have voluntarily tried to seal
themselves off from the world: Burma, Albania, People's Republic of China
and Bhutan, among others. Self-isolation provides no free lunches: these are
all relatively underdeveloped societies and isolation has certainly not helped
them to overcome development problems. For a country to survive
reasonably comfortably in isolation, it should either be highly developed,
prosperous and self-sufficient to cater for its material needs, or so under-
developed, agrarian and traditional that the population has only very basic
needs that can readily be met from domestic resources.

South Africa, as a relatively developed country, is heavily integrated into
and dependent on the outside world. This applies not only to our economic,
financial and technological requirements, but also to socio-cultural needs.
And as Dr Denis Worrall said recently, ours is too sophisticated a society to
turn its back on the world.

If it is then in South Africa's interests to break out of isolation and if it is
moreover recognized that there is a direct correlation between isolation and
apartheid, we should finally address this crucial question: Is the South African
government willing or able to introduce the necessary political changes that
would end the Republic's isolation.

It is instructive that with recent outcast states, their return to general
international acceptance was preceded by a change of government and not
merely of policy. One can refer to Greece, Spain, Portugal and Argentina, as
well as to the pariah par excellence, Rhodesia. Admittedly, the ostracism of
these states was not the primary cause of a change of government, but in each
case the change resulted in the lifting of isolation. Could we nonetheless
conclude from these five examples that the chances are generally small that a
government, whose policies led to that state's international ostracism, can
reform itself out of isolation — and still remain in power?

Mr Kobie Coetzee, Minister of Justice, gave one answer to this question at
the recent NP congress in Bloemfontein; the NP can lead South Africa out of
isolation without reforming itself out of power. I beg to differ.
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The key to South Africa's return to international respectability is a political
system that enjoys domestic legitimacy. That in turn requires, at the very
least, a power-sharing arrangement involving the black majority. It seems
inconceivable that Blacks would accept a system in which their numerical
preponderance is not reflected in both the legislature and the executive.
Under such an arrangement, the NP — as an exclusively white party — could
at best be a junior partner in a coalition or national unity government. And
that of course means that the NP would have lost, probably irredeemably, its
monopoly of political power.

If I may conclude in Afrikaans, with apologies to a prominent Afrikaner
intellectual:

Afskeid van isolasie vereis qfskeid van apartheid — en dit vereis afskeid van die
NP-regering.
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MICHAEL R RIP
Military Photo-Reconnaissance from Space:
Isn't it time to spy for Peace?

Introduction
Outer space has become the focus of superpower military thinking and

confrontation and a potential future battleground. Not surprisingly, it is
commonly referred to as the ultimate 'High Ground', or the 'Fourth
Dimension' in today's world. Both the United States and the Soviet Union
rely heavily on space-based systems for myriad military activities, ranging
from communications to navigation. Historically, the military exploitation
of space has evolved through the following major phases which are
characterised by (a) missiles, (b) reconnaissance, and currently (c) space-
based force multiplier satellites which enhance weapons capability. It is this
very application of photo-reconnaissance satellites to detect and precisely
pinpoint strategic targets that has created the present climate of global
insecurity. It is estimated that space-based systems will constitute within
5-10 years the first line of defence against a Soviet strategic nuclear weapons
attack. It was Archimedes who said, 'Give me the point of my choosing and I
will leverage the world'. Outer space may therefore be viewed as either
representing the fulcrum of United States and Soviet military competition,
or offering a leverage point from which an alternative security order could
develop. It is my intention to illustrate and reinforce the notion that space,
and reconnaissance satellites in particular, do not necessarily have to
represent instruments of sophisticated modern warefare, but could just as
easily be a vital ingredient in the promotion of bilateral nuclear arms control
treaties and ultimately, global security. I would like to resurrect a proposal
originally expounded by President Eisenhower and more recently
formulated by former President Giscard D'Estamg: that of an international
satellite monitoring agency. However, an initial question is, are such satellite
reconnaissance systems available? And if they are, it is important to establish
whether the current generation of military photo-reconnaissance satellites are
in fact able to provide the requisite intelligence for verification to take place.
In addition, if these data can be delivered, why then are satellite surveillance
systems contributing to US and Soviet suspicions about one another and
heightened tensions?

Michael Rip is a UCT graduate, holding amongst other degrees a B.Sc. (Hons.) in Re-
mote Sensing. Prior to returning to UCT, he worked ai the CSIR (Remote Sensing
Centre).
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In an attempt to be brief and to answer some of these questions, and
postulate on others, I will restrict my discussion to the US 'spy' satellite
programme only.

US Reconnaissance Satellite Capability
It has been aptly said that 'for the superpowers, space is primarily a place to

carry on espionage'. It is of interest to note that there have been only two
instances when the US has actually acknowledged the existence, let alone use,
of 'spy' satellites to conduct photographic reconnaissance — such is the
secrecy which surrounds their deployment. The first occurred in 1967 when
President Johnson admitted in what he thought to be an off the record remark
that 'we spent 35-40 billion [dollars] on the space programme and, if nothing
else has come of it except knowledge that we've gained from space
photography, it would be worth ten times what the whole programme has
cost because tonight we know how many missiles the enemy has . . . We were
harboring fears we didn't need to harbor'. The second occurrence was when,
in a speech at Cape Canaveral in 1978, President Carter acknowledged that
'spy' satellites actually do exist, something that had not been officially
admitted for over 17 years. As it so happens, the projected figures quoted by
President Johnson are not too far from reality. It is reliably estimated that by
1983, the US would have spent more than $100 billion on its military and
civilian space programme.

American intelligence agencies have two major satellite reconnaissance
systems at their disposal, 'Big Bird' operated by the US Air Force and the
KH-11 controlled by the CIA.
(a) 'Big Bird' (KH-9: Project 467)
These satellites were produced by Lockheed and measure 17,7 m high and 3,1
m in diameter, and in orbit have a mass of about 11 000 kg. Typical primary
orbital elements are perigees of 160 km and apogees of 265 km, and orbital
periods of about 88,8 min at an inclination of 96 degrees. Current lifetimes of
these craft average about eight months. The orbits arc sun-synchronous, the
satellite passing over points on the Earth's surface at the same local time each
day with lighting conditions therefore remaining the same. The very low
perigees (140-160 km) assist in the achievement of very high resolution
imagery, but necessitate frequent burns with the manoeuvering rocket so as
to stabilize the orbit, otherwise atmospheric drag would cause the orbit to
decay rapidly and the craft would burn up in an uncontrolled re-entry phase.
These fourth generation satellites combine both area survey and close-look
functions. In order to fulfil this dual role, two primary sensor packages are
carried aloft. Digital imagery produced by the area surveillance sensor are
transmitted to ground-receiving stations using a 6 m unfurlable antenna.
Exposed film from the close-look camera, however, is returned to the Earth
at regular intervals in film-return canisters, of which the Big Birds are
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reported to be equipped with four. The pods are ejected into the atmosphere
and descend under parachute towards the Pacific where they are intercepted
in mid-air by modified Lockheed Hercules C-130 aircraft operating from
Hawaii. The canisters are then flown to Washington where they arc analysed
at the National Photographic Interpretation Centre of the National
Reconnaissance Office.

As will be seen, the Big Birds are capable of producing photographic
imagery of outstanding quality. This performance is usually achieved under
optimum conditions, when the camera is angled vertically downwards
towards the Earth and the atmosphere is 'quiet'. Nevertheless, exceptionally
useful resolutions arc regularly achieved operationally.

One of the most important criteria by which to measure photo-
reconnaissance satellite capability is ground resolution. This is usually
defined as the minimum distance separating two points of light with
sufficient clarity to distinguish between dots and lines. Ground resolution is
always expressed as the sum of the camera's altitude in kilometres divided by
the focal length of the lens in millimetres, multiplied by the size of the image
on the lens. With the aid of their Cassegrain telescope, having a focal length of
between 2,5 and 4 m, the Big Bird's high-resolution camera is capable of
achieving a ground resolution of 15-30 cm (5,9-11,8 inches) from an orbital
height of 120-150 km. Therefore, for example, a skilled military analyst
would be able to determine the type and calibre of a piece of field artillery, or
the size of engine nozzles of a modern fighter aircraft from which an accurate
estimate of performance can be made, as well as individual people from orbit.
The images produced, on the rare occasions when seen, have provided
scientists and academics, such as myself, with absolute and irrefutable
evidence of the capability of military satellite cameras.
(b) KH-11 ('Keyhole1: Project 1010)
The super-secret fifth and latest generation reconnaissance spacecraft,
designated KH-11, were constructed by TRW and have orbital lifetimes far
greater than the Big Bird series; of the order of 2-3 years. The KH-11 flies in a
north-south sun-synchronous orbit that covers each area twice a day. It
represents a further advancement in the state of the reconnaissance art by
providing high-resolution digital images in real-time. To accomplish this it
carries, besides multispectral scanners, both television and high-resolution
imaging systems. The latter system, while producing images not quite as
good as the Big Bird hard-copy photographs, is nevertheless estimated to be
capable of providing resolution in the 0,5-2m range from an altitude of
110 km, offering a continuous source of information at a very acceptable level
of definition.

Resolutions required of a sensor to detect, recognize, identify and describe
military targets arc categorized according to mission profile. The two types
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arc (i) area surveillance using a resolution in the range of 3—5 m, and (ii) close-
look using a resolution of 0,2-2 m. Consequently, there is no doubt
whatsoever that both the Big Bird and KH-11 satellites are capable of
contributing significantly to any verification process regarding the
implementation of arms control agreements.

Arms Control and the National Technical Means of Verification
The SALT-1 agreement was signed in 1972 and carried with it a provision for
monitoring by 'national technical means' activities covered by the clauses and
protocols of the agreement. The 'national technical means of verification' is a
euphemism for permissible spying by the US and Soviets on one another.

A key factor underpinning superpower posturing and fcarfulncss is
uncertainty. Uncertainty fuels arms spending. Since the initiation of the US
photo-reconnaissance programme, satellites have yielded valuable
intelligence on the military activities of many nations — primarily the Soviet
Union and mainland China. Without such intelligence the US would be
afflicted with a high degree of uncertainty in its estimates of Soviet strategic
and tactical power. Moreover, without these orbital platforms the US would
be unable to monitor compliance with the provisions of the various strategic
arms limitation agreements it has cither entered into or abided by. The use of
reconnaissance satellites to back up the prosecution of foreign policy and to
provide a means of convincing national figures of the advisability of
proposed peace treaties has often been demonstrated, one such example being
the Arab-Israeli conflict during 1973.

It is most illuminating to note that the superpowers do not use the term
'disarmament' at all, but prefer to discuss 'arms control' instead. Since 1945,
US and Soviet diplomats have met more than a staggering 6000 times to
negotiate arms control proposals and agreements. It is readily apparent that
their skill has been such that not a single nuclear weapon has ever had to be
dismantled. More importantly, these discussions have never inhibited any
really promising new weapons system from being produced. If the writer
appears to be somewhat cynical concerning their eventual outcome, he begs
forgiveness. This lack of real progress in the disarmament field is likely to
continue if no special efforts are made to resolve the issue, particularly by the
international community, and the arms race will continue even more
vigorously.

Verification and Reconnaissance
The keystone to any international arms control agreement is the ability of

each side to make sure the other abides by it. Without adequate verification of
compliance, any such agreements arc bound to collapse. The verification role
of satellites was essentially legalized by the SALT-1 accord. As previously
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indicated, satellites are crucial for the 'national technical means of
verification' in that they arc able to detect military deployments and
developments on either side Moreover, the SALT agreement specifically
prohibited interference with the other party's NTMV Photo-reconnaissance
satellites are by no means the only necessary facet of a well-balanced and
reliable verification network, other components include ground-based
listening posts and sea- and ground-based radar installations Indeed, since
ground resolutions of 15-30 cm are now opci ationally achievable, there is no
difficulty in detecting, identifying and observing objects such as anti-ballistic
missile launchers, strategic radar installations and ICBM's, as well as surfaced
SLBM's It would be equally possible to guard against significant
concentrations of armed forces — including tanks, heavy artillery pieces,
aircraft and so on In fact, arms control verification is not possible without the
use of reconnaissance satellites

Reconnaissance Satellites—Verification or Weapons Systems?
Theodore Roosevelt is often credited with the following statement, 'speak

softly and carry a big stick' That 'stick' has all too frequently been perceived
as one representing force and destruction, whereas it could very easily be a
12-ton reconnaissance satellite, the only diffeiencc being essentially one of
attitude — of how best to exploit military technology Thus, satellite
reconnaissance may be a mixed blessing The advantages of low-orbit
satellites capable of repetitive coverage and synoptic view have made satellite
reconnaissance a very powerful tool in the hands of the superpowers for
verification and the identification of military targets Although the use of
satellites for verification purposes is one of the so-called peaceful uses which
are accepted and allowed today, it is evident that the 'peaceful' role of
reconnaissance satellites becomes subverted and compromised when they
have real-time data links installed, such as with the KH-11 system By
possessing a real-time downlink such potential arms control monitoring
satellites arc changed into war-fighting systems that can give targeting
information relating to both static and mobile forces and provide damage
assessments following attack, and arc regarded as force multipliers They
enable existing weapons to become more deadly

The former role, that of assisting arms control, is g.vcn much publicity,
but the extent to which this new technology is being used to militarize outer
space is generally not so well perceived Paradoxically, satellite
reconnaissance systems which helped to stabilize the superpower arms race
during the 1960s arc now accelerating the drift towards nuclear conflict by
providing defence planners with accurate targeting data Even more sinister
are the new strategic doctrines which arc conditioning mankind into
accepting and believing that a limited, controlled nuclear war can be fought,
and won, with the primary aid of space-based weapons systems
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International Satellite Monitoring Proposals
Broadly speaking, two such proposals have been submitted during the last

three decades and I will briefly discuss each one in turn and how they may
ultimately provide the basis for a peaceful use of space-based reconnaissance
platforms. Central to each is the notion that by providing reliable
information on military activity, satellite surveillance could reduce the
uncertainty which underlies the arms-race. Furthermore, satellites could
monitor the implementation of disarmament treaties. The first proposed use
of the skies for 'peaceful' purposes was submitted by President Eisenhower in
1955.

1. The Open Skies Policy
Eisenhower proposed an 'Open Skies' and on-site inspection policy at the

'Big Four' Geneva summit meeting injuly of that year, in order to reduce the
fear of surprise attack and facilitate further steps towards disarmament. This
was before the world had experienced the first orbiting of an artificial satellite
and the overflights envisaged by the US would have involved the then
supersecrct U-2 strategic reconnaissance aircraft. Unfortunately it appears
that Khrushchev dismissed the proposal outright and all one can conclude is
that 'Open Skies' represented another tantalizing might-have-been in the
dismal history of strategic weaponry and disarmament.

2. International Satellite Monitoring Agency (ISMA)
The establishment of such a satellite agency was first proposed to the UN

Special Session by the French President, Giscard D'Estaing, in 1978. Such a
UN satellite system could remove some of the obstacles on the path of
international safeguards for disarmament agreements. An expert UN
committee chaired by Hubert Bortzmeycr, the French space agency's
military adviser, was convened and reported back in 1981. Their report
suggested that in order to facilitate monitoring in the short-term, existing
satellites and ground receiving-stations could be used. All that was required
in addition was an image-processing and interpretation centre at an estimated
cost of $30 million a year. It was envisaged that the next phase would give the
agency its own ground receiving-stations; ten around the world were
considered and would cost approximately $60 million to construct and an
annual$20 million to maintain.

The final stage would involve the agency obtaining its own satellites with
which to autonomously monitor arms control agreements and crisis
situations. The panel assessed existing technology and concluded that a 50 cm
ground resolution for detailed imaging of military systems would be possible
and desirable, along with 3-5 metre resolutions for observing installations or
large military manoeuvres. Three area-surveillance satellites, with optical,
infra-red and radar sensors would cost about $200 million. A 'close-look'
system would cost as much again. The committee placed these expenditures
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in. perspective by indicating that the overall cost in actual fact amounted to
less than one percent of the world's current spending on its military industrial
complex. In addition, supporters of such an agency argue that the
establishment costs alone would be less than the money spent by NATO in
one hour!

In December 1982 the UN Secretary General Kurt Waidheim urged
governments to continue with the study formation of the French proposal for
setting up a satellite system to be run by the UN. Depressingly, it is now
more than eight years since the UN first backed the idea and very little has
been achieved to date.

More recently, in 1985, these concepts were also enunciated by Adm.
Stansficld Turner, former director of the CIA during the Carter
Administration, who recommended that the US create an Open Skies
Agency that would make public 'spy' satellite images to, among other things,
alert nations when any country was preparing an invasion of a neighbour.

However, we presently find ourselves in a situation where the US and
Soviet Union continually discuss arms control in Geneva, but oppose any
plan for an international agency that would give other nations a view of their
military installations and capabilities. The US argues that wider access to
satellite-derived intelligence will be counter-productive. Washington
suggests that it is the very uncertainty about whether they are being observed
which discourages military activity in some nations. One becomes even
more cynical when it is learned that the French are to orbit a reconnaissance
satellite of their own in 1987-1988, based upon their commercial SPOT
system — not to further the aims of D'Estaing's proposal, but rather to aid in
the targeting of their medium-ranged strategic nuclear missiles.

Support for an ISMA has been strong among many countries, especially
those not likely to join the space club. As might well be expected, some
challenging questions and issues need to be resolved before such an agency
will be adopted and trusted. An initial problem is that of who would have
access to the satellite-generated data. Another is likely to be the ability of a
UN agency to reach consensus faced with the sensitive issues of data
interpretation. Such obstacles aside, I nevertheless believe that these
proposals offer the greatest promise for defusing superpower conflict.

Conclusion
In summary, the acceptance and legitimization of reconnaissance satellites

remain net benefits in terms of national security and international stability.
The potential peaceful uses of reconnaissance satellites cannot be disputed.
Fundamentally then, there does exist a very sophisticated and reliable
technology with which to verify and monitor compliance of bilateral arms
control agreements. It is clear that modern state-of-the-art imaging satellites
can form a vital component in a global surveillencc network with which to
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police the world. Unfortunately, there are other, potentially more useful
applications perceived by the US and Soviet military establishments for these
self same satellites — applications which are directly involved with the
business of waging ever more efficient warfare on Earth. It is patently
obvious that political prevarications are inhibiting moves to set up an ISMA
to monitor military activity throughout the world using a network of
reconnaissance satellites.

Disarmament concerns every nation in equal degree and joint pressure
must be brought to bear on the superpowers to remove outer space from their
respective strategic military equations and to abandon their desire to orbit
weapons systems in space. Only when this happens — when political and
public opinion and will coincide — will outer space become the high ground
that it should be — a high ground that will serve mankind by accommodating
peacemakers and peacekeepers, rather than by promoting the arms race and
providing a fourth dimension to human conflict.

Peace as our goal, andfreedom as our guide
(President Reagan, Geneva meeting, 21 November 1985)
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Larry Benjamin
The Reagan Doctrine: New wine in old bottles
or the transcendence of containment?

Ever since it was first articulated by George Kennan in 1946-1947, the
concept of containment* has constituted the bedrock of US national security
policy Fiom Truman to Reagan the emphasis has been on limiting the spread
of Soviet power As such, containment has hitherto been a predominantly
defensive theory according to which various means, other than direct
military confrontation, have been employed with the objective of deterring
Soviet expansionism particularly in those regions of the world deemed to be
of vital importance to the United States However, while the objectives have
remained relatively constant, the strategics of containment that have been
devised and implemented have been both multifaceted and shrouded in
complexity At the risk of ovcr-simphfication, it is nevertheless apparent that
throughout the tortuous and protracted history of the Cold War, strategies of
containment have assumed one of two forms

Symmetrical Response1 refers to a policy that seeks to react to threats to the
balance of power wherever such a threat may occur. In other words,
'symmetrical response' endeavours to counter the threat at the same location
as, and at a level commensurate to, the original provocation In this respect,
'symmetrical response' is virtually synonymous with the notion of global or
un differentia ted containment The universality of this particular strategy was
evident in the enunciation of the Truman Doctrine in July 1947 and in John
Foster Dulles' verbalization of 'massive retaliation' and 'roll back' in the
1950s As an operationakzed strategy, 'symmetrical response' was clearly
demonstrated in the United States' involvement in both the Korean and
Vietnam Wars and in the Kennedy Administration's reaction to the Cuban
Missile Crisis

*This article is primarily concerned with evaluating the philosophical tmets and
fulfilment of the so-called Reagan Doctrine However, m order to place this analysis
within a broader historical framework, it is essential to allude initially to the dynam.es of
the United States containment policy

Mr Benjamin is a Tutor \n the Department of International Relations at the Univeisity of
the Witwatersrand
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Asymmetrical Response pertains to a strategy of" containment whereby
American foreign policy-makers have sought to shift both the location and
nature of their reaction in such a way as to enable the United States to
maximize the application of its strengths against Soviet weaknesses. The
United States' response to Soviet prcdation in Eastern Europe in the
immediate post-war period did not initially assume the form of a
countervailing military presence, but was instead encapsulated in the so-
called 'Marshall Plan'. According to this scheme, the rehabilitation of the
war-ravaged economies of Western Europe and Japan was aimed ostensibly
at restoring the self-confidence that would enable those countries to resist the
Soviet Union on their own. The theory of linkage, integral to the detente
policies of the Nixon and Ford Administrations, is another salient example of
'asymmetrical response*. It is thus axiomatic that this particular strategy may
be equated with the doctrine of moderate or selective containment.2

Containment and the Reagan Administration: Defining a new
approach
Ever since Ronald Reagan's electoral victory in 1980, the containment of

Soviet power, subordinated during the Carter Presidency, has
unambiguously headed the list of United States' foreign policy priorities. A
prima facie evaluation of the Reagan Administration's declaratory signals
signposts a resurrection of global containment or symmetrical response.
Reagan's unequivocal rejection of the illusion of detente (a form of
asymmetrical response) was encapsulated in a speech to the Chicago Council
on Foreign Relations in March 1980, when the future President declared:

We have all been dishonoured and our credibility as a great nation has been
compromised. To say the least our shield has been tarnished . . . Pride in our
country seems to be out of fashion in [this] era of vacillation, appeasement and
aimlessness.

Statements such as these adumbrated a fundamental shift in United States'
containment policy. During its earliest days, the Reagan Administration
deliberately cultivated and indeed projected the image of a confrontational
approach towards the Soviet Union. This was reflected in an address at Notre
Dame University in May 1981, when Reagan contended that at some point in
the not distant future:

The West will not contain Communism; it will transcend Communism. We
will not bother to denounce it. We'll dismiss it as a sad, bizarre chapter in
human history whose last pages are even now being written.

This, of course, was a far cry from the viewpoint of the Carter
Administration, which, prior to 1979, had effectively attached a label of
obsolescence to the concept of containment. In this regard, President Carter's
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Weltanschauung, enunciated from the same podium exactly four years earlier,
is both instructive and illuminating. During the course of that, his first major
foreign policy speech, Carter pronounced that the United States was now:

, . . free of that inordinate fear of Communism that once led [it] to embrace any
dictator that joined us in that fear.

Under the new Republican Administration, characterizations of the Soviet
Union as an 'evil empire' and as the 'focus of evil' reinforced a perception of
implacable hostility between the superpowers. The Reagan foreign policy
phalanx eschewed a return to the politics of detente and defended the
renewed military build-up on the grounds that meaningful negotiations
could only proceed from a position of strength.

Clearly, many of the declamations that emanated from Administration
spokesmen during Reagan's first term of office echoed those which had,
mutatis mutandis, found expression, during the Eisenhower presidency, in
Secretary of State Dulles' doctrines of'massive retaliation' and 'roll back*.
Indeed, as Strobe Talbott has presciently asserted, the declamatory
statements of th$ first Reagan Administration (i.e. prior to 1984) must have
sounded 'to Soviet ears very much like the revival of roll back [and]
contributed to the impression that the USSR was dealing with a new
phenomenon — an administration that seemed truly and unprecedentedly
committed to the goal of doing the Soviet Union in — or at least of rolling
back the Soviet system right to the gates of the Kremlin itself. *

However, for the trenchant observer willing to peer behind the curtain of
rhetorical belligerency, it is clearly evident that there existed a discordancy
between declaratory signals and operational policy. Verbal denunciations
and recriminations obfuscated an underlying, yet inescapable, reality.
Notwithstanding the acrimony that permeated relations between Moscow
and Washington, there has been no discernible new crisis exacerbating
East-West tensions since 1981. Although some political commentators
attribute this relative stability to the problems of succession that paralysed the
Soviet leadership during Reagan's first term, at least equal weight must be
accorded to the view that uncertainty regarding the United States' reaction
may have convinced the Soviets that the days when they had enjoyed
veritable carte blanche in the Third World had finally come to an end.

In spite of a widespread perception to the contrary, the degree of
continuity between Reagan's substantive policies and those of his predecessor
is nevertheless considerable. On a whole range of issues, of which Reagan's
policy towards China is perhaps the most conspicuous, ideological
dogmatism has yielded to pragmatic realism. However, nowhere has this
apparent disjunction between rhetoric on the one hand and operational policy
on the other been more in evidence than in the case of the so-named Reagan
Doctrine.
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The Formulation of the Reagan Doctrine
The concept of freedom serves not only as a point of departure, but also as

the leitmotiv and moral justification of the Reagan Doctrine. Although some
analysts may trace the fans et origo of the Reagan Doctrine to Ronald Reagan's
address to the British Parliament in June 1982, the essential ingredients only
crystallized in a series of policy statements in February 1985. The first of these
was the State of the Union Address in which the President declared:

Freedom is not the sole prerogative of a chosen few, it is the universal right of all
God's children. Look to where peace and prosperity flourish today. It is in
homes that freedom built. Victories against poverty are the greatest and most
secure where people live by laws that ensure free press, free speech and freedom
to worship, vote and create wealth. Our mission is to nourish and defend
freedom and democracy and to communicate these ideals everywhere we can.
We must stand by all our democratic allies And we must not break faith with
those who ate risking their lives on every continent, from Afghanistan to
Nicaragua, to defy Soviet-supported aggression and secure rights which have
been ours from birth.5

Any temptation to dismiss these remarks as moralistic platitudinizing was
dispelled when, in a radio address on 16 February (1985), Reagan lauded
those 'freedom fighters in Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Cambodia and Angola . . .
fighting to undo the infamous Brezhnev Doctrine which says that once a
nation falls into the darkness of communist tyranny, it can never again see the
light of freedom'.

However, the most clear-sighted and raciocinative exposition of the
emerging Reagan Doctrine is to be found in Secretary of State George
Shultz's speech to the Commonwealth Club of California (22 February
1985). Invoking historical precedent, Shultz reminded his distinguished
audience that:

Time and again in the last 200 years, we have lent our support — moral and
otherwise — to those around the world struggling for freedom and
independence.. .6

In a direct challenge to the validity of the Brezhnev Doctrine, Shultz railed
against the Soviet Union and its proxies, charging that wars of national
liberation served as an expedient pretext 'for the subversion of any non-
Communist country' in the name of socialist internationalism.

Identifying a new phenomenon which he termed the 'Democratic
Revolution', Shultz observed that:

Where once the Soviets may have thought that all discontent was ripe for
turning into Communist insurgencies, today we see a different kind of struggle:
people around the world risking their lives against Communist despotism.

Elaborating upon how the United States should respond to this nascent
trend, the Secretary of State commented:
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Our moral principles compel us to support those struggling against the
imposition of Communist tyranny. From the Founding Fathers of this nation,
Americans have believed that a people have the right to seek freedom and
independence — and that we have both a legal right and a moral obligation to
help them.

This, in a nutshell, constitutes the essence of the ReaganDoctrine.
Thus, on a theoretical plane, the Reagan Doctrine seemingly heralds a

revival of Wilsonian idealism. As an enunciative policy the doctrine is all-
encompassing and identifies with and offers support to those who, in
resisting the imposition of Communism, are effectively fighting for self-
determination.

Indeed, in its verbalized form, the Reagan Doctrine is incontrovertibly
enshrouded in the vernacular of global containment. However, in clear
contradistinction to previous strategies of symmetrical response, the Reagan
Doctrine (at least according to the rhetoric of the Administration) eschews
the defensive orientation implicit in the concept of containment. In this
respect, it can be postulated that containment, as a strategy designed to arrest
the spread of Soviet power and influence, has been transcended by a new and
dynamic approach aimed at actually reversing Soviet gains.

Notwithstanding the preceding observations, it is essential to realize that
the 'test of policy in a democracy lies less in the declaratory statements of the
Heads-of-State and more in the substantial decisions and actions taken by the
government'.7 An evaluation of the implementation of the Reagan Doctrine
clearly dispels the universatistic pretensions that are so evident in the oratory
of those in the Administration who have been the most vocal in championing
the cause of anti-Communist freedom fighters.8 Indeed, as an operationalizcd
modality, the Reagan Doctrine has been confined to just four countries —
Afghanistan, Nicaragua, Cambodia and Angola. Furthermore, the amount
of aid, either humanitarian or military in nature, that has heretofore been
expended constitutes a veritable drop in the ocean of what would be required
if, as some analysts contend, the ultimate and overriding objective is the
overthrow of Soviet client regimes in these countries.

In view of the exiguous and parsimonious hand-outs that have filtered
through to insurgency movements such as the Contras in Nicaragua orjonas
Savimbi's UNITA, it would be unrealistic, if not naive, to believe that this
could significantly tip the scales and lead to the deposition of incumbent
Marxist governments and the concomitant restoration of democracy to these
states. As such, it would appear that the thesis which postulates that the Rea-
gan Doctrine is manifestly aimed at regaining Communist-controlled turf for
the cause of freedom lacks credibility and hence falls outside the realm of
realizable or attainable objectives.
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The spectrum of realizable objectives
In a democracy such as the United States, the making of foreign policy is a

highly complex process Bureaucratic agencies, Congress, and a plethora of
interest groups compete with one another in attempting to influence the
direction of foreign policy The policy of identifying with and, in selected
cases, bankrolling anti-Marxist insurgencies in the Third World, has, at best,
failed to produce a unanimous political consensus The inability of the
Reagan Administration to articulate an unambiguous set of realizable
objectives has served as a stumbling block, which partially explains
Congress's thinly veiled scepticism regarding the utility of the Reagan
Doctrine

Indeed, even withm the executive branch of government, fundamental
differences exist as to the raison d'etre of the Reagan Doctrine Within the State
Department, certain officials have consistently asserted that support for
UNITA or the Nicaraguan Contras brings pressure to bear on the Angolan
MPLA government and Sandimsta regime respectively to come to the
negotiating table According to this minimalist configuration, the primary
goal of America's indirect intcrventionism is to create a new modus vtvendi,
that is one more palatable to that which currently prevails Thus, in the case
of Nicaragua, United States support for the Contras is not aimed at the
forcible ejection of the Sandinistas, but rather at inducing that regime to, at
best, share power or, at worst, ameliorate its policies in such a way that it (1 e
the Sandimsta government) no longer poses any threat to the United States'
geopolitical interests in Central America

An evaluation of the track record thus far reveals that the likelihood of
browbeating the Sandinistas into adopting democratic internal policies,
including the creation of pluralistic structures, is remote Similarly, in the
case of Angola, the MPLA government has repeatedly foresworn a
negotiated settlement, electing instead to up the ante and to prosecute the war
against UNITA with even greater vigour In the light of the preceding
observations, it may thus be concluded that the belief that support for the
insurgency movements in these countries will, in the short term, act as a
catalyst in effectuating a negotiated peace is totally unfounded

In contradistinction to the aforementioned policy objectives, hardliners
within the Defense Department 'generally favour the liberation of [these]
countries' As such, these officials have regularly advocated increased aid to
the Contras, UNITA and the Mujahcdm However, senior personnel in the
CIA have displayed a qualified reticence to dispensing the requisite aid to
provide these freedom fighters with the tools needed to finish thejob

Outside of government, neo-isolatiomsts still afflicted by the Viet Nam
syndrome view the Reagan Doctrine and, for that matter, anything that
envisages the use of American military power, with ingrained suspicion
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Indeed, the cacophony of voices who tirelessly urge United States policy-
makers to reject interventionist policies come close to tacitly accepting the
spread of left-wing radicalism in the Third World as A fait accompli. What is
nevertheless clear is that the Reagan Doctrine has evoked a degree of
emotionalism that goes to the very heart of the debate surrounding United
States national interest. Whether the hawks or the doves will ultimately
prevail remains to be seen.

The tangible benefits of the Reagan Doctrine
In spite of the internecine haggling over what the Reagan Doctrine ought

to achieve, certain tangible, yet frequently overlooked, benefits have already
accrued. Heretofore, the Reagan Doctrine has, in practice, failed to achieve
its enunciated objective of rolling back Marxism-Leninism in the Third
World. Furthermore, it has failed to even realize the goal of inducing Soviet-
backed regimes in Angola, Nicaragua, Cambodia and Afghanistan to seek a
peaceful and equitable resolution of existing crises. Yet, notwithstanding
these apparent shortcomings, the Reagan Doctrine has fulfilled a particularly
important function. Indeed, by providing enough aid (to insurgency
movements such as the Contras) to keep the proverbial pot boiling, the
United States has indirectly and effectively contained further Soviet
expansionism.

In the case of Nicaragua, United States support for the Contra forces has
essentially impacted upon the Sandinistas' freedom of action to pursue an
imperialistic regional policy. The potential for the Sandinistas, acting as
Soviet proxies, to export their revolution to other nations in Central America
and the Caribbean has clearly dissipated as the Sandinistas have had to divert
their attention to counteracting the threat posed by the Contras.

In Angola, the Soviet Union and its Cuban surrogates have been
compelled to invest much in the way of money, weapons and manpower to
quantitatively and qualitatively upgrade the fighting potential of the
beleaguered government forces. In fact, Angola has become a bottomless pit
and hence something of a mixed blessing for the Kremlin. Thus, by
sustaining UNITA's war effort, the United States has effectively forced
Moscow to increase its involvement in Angola. This, in turn, has had the
desirable effect of reducing the Soviet Union's ability to meddle elsewhere in
the region.

United States support for the 'Afghan rebels' has served a similar function.
The continued presence of Soviet troops is still required to ensure the
survivability of the Najibullah regime. This, in essence, has, at least
temporarily, disrupted the Soviets' regional foreign policy agenda which
arguably includes the subversion of the Zia regime in Pakistan. In addition,
the international repercussions flowing from the Soviet Union's continued
occupation of Afghanistan have considerably weakened Moscow's claim to
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be the natural protector of so-called 'piogressivc' countries m rhe Third
World and has indeed led the USSR to make a highly conditional offer of total
withdrawal.

Conclusion
As a declaratory policy the Reagan Doctrine preaches a world-wide

rolling back of Soviet power. As such, it fits, somewhat cumbcrsomcly, into
the framework of global containment. It docs, however, go beyond the
defensive constraints integral to the concept of containment. It is, in essence,
an offensive policy aimed at reversing, not merely containing, Soviet
adventurism.

In its operationalizcd form the Reagan Doctrine is simply a new and
relatively ingenious strategy of containment that conforms neatly to the
archetypal pattern of asymmetrical response or selective containment.
Geographically, it is limited in scope. It is low-cost and virtually risk-free.
Most importantly, it docs not entail the deployment or use of American
armed forces which is still anathema to most Americans.

It is thus evident that the Reagan Doctrine has already proved its worth as
an effective and perhaps indispensable strategy of containment. What is less
clear is whether its continued existence is likely to be imperilled in the wake of
the Democrats' recent senatorial victory and the potentially debilitating
'Iragua' scandal.
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Book Reviews

TERRORISM AND THE LIBERAL STATE

Second edition, by Paul Wilkinson.
Macmillan, London, 1986. Pp. xiv + 322.

This volume, by a recognised authority on the subject of terrorism, is a
'revised extended and updated' edition of a text first published in 1977. The
revision is timeous given the upsurge in terrorism since the early 1980s, and
renewed debate on appropriate governmental reponse. Wilkinson's book, as
he points out in the Preface, is primarily concerned with 'theory, analysis,
strategy and policy' rather than historical narrative. Among the major
concerns of the book are the nature of the threat— both internal and external
— confronting the liberal democracies, and the problem of appropriate
response.

From the outset Wilkinson sensibly seeks to avoid many of the minefields
which surround current debate on terrorism and related issues. In order
better to home in on the phenomenon in question, the author provides in Part
I a conceptual, moral and philosophical backdrop against which terrorism
may be placed. The liberal political tradition is presented in a concise form,
followed by an exploration of the concepts of violence and terrorism.
Considerable attention is devoted to precisely what constitutes justifiable and
unjustifiable forms of dissent in a liberal democracy, and to a discussion of the
concept and characteristics of terrorism.

Part II, 'the heart of the book' according to the author, focuses on the
special problems of political terrorism within liberal democracies. The
treatment of terrorist philosophy, ideology, tactics and strategy is brief; the
bulk of the analysis is concerned with general problems of internal defence
against terrorism, countering 'spasm' terrorism, and countering incipient
civil war.

Part III concerns itself with international terrorism. Wilkinson's stated
objective is to 'try and improve our understanding of the problem of
terrorism against the whole background of contemporary international
relations and continuing ideological conflict' (p. xi). Accordingly, the author
considers the causes and nature of international terrorism, the vulnerability of
liberal democracies, hijackings, diplomatic kidnappings and attacks, and the
problem of responding to state-sponsored international terrorism. In a
concluding chapter, Wilkinson examines some general measures against
international terrorism.

The plethora of issues — philosophical, ethical, moral and practical —
raised and tackled by the author are beyond the scope of this reviewer to
discuss. However a number of points do bear examination, both within the
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general study of terrorism and, closer to home, the continuing debate within
South Africa itself.

Wilkinson's distinction between force and violence is central to an
understanding of his analysis and recommendations. For the author, force
may be defined as the 'legitimate and legally authorised coercive power of the
state' (p. 19). Violence, on the other hand, denotes the 'unauthorised and
illegal use of coercive power, whether by the state, by factions or individuals'
(ibid.). Moreover, he makes a clear distinction between physical violence and
'aggressive and emotive rhetoric' (p. 24). For, as he later points out, dissent
perse is not illegal, but only certain forms of dissent. If one proceeds from the
standpoint of imperfect human knowledge then, I would argue, political and
other forms of dissent are inevitable, if not essential to the efficient working
of the liberal democratic system. Wilkinson's discussion is pertinent both to
contemporary Europe, and to the current political and constitutional
arrangement here in South Africa.

Wilkinson, happily, is firm on the definitional controversy surrounding
the term 'terrorism'. He rightly points out that those who eschew the word
dodge a whole set of moral and ethical issues. For him terrorism may be
clearly and simply defined and characterised. Problems emerge, however, in
the practical field of counter-terrorism, because evidence linking groups to
terrorist activities is often difficult to obtain. Moreover, designated
'terrorists' usually expend much of their energies in other forms of violence
and dissent. The very nature of successful anti-terrorism campaigns
necessitates clear historical evidence of a particular group's involvement in a
campaign to terrorise. These and other related issues are tackled in Part II,
where considerable attention is devoted to evaluating both the implications
of terrorism for liberal democratic states, and practical anti-terrorism
strategies. The analysis is usefully illustrated throughout by reference to
recent experience in anti-terrorist campaigns, notably in Ulster. The
discussion is well-argued, lucid and balanced, the recommendations concrete
and practical. Perhaps the most important point to emerge from this section
is that, like rural guerrilla warfare, terrorism must be fought simultaneously
both on the political front and with armed force. Moreover, over-reaction (in
the form of excessive force levels and press curbs, greater and less accountable
police powers, and the like) is as dangerous to the success of the state as is
complacency and under-reaction (p. 82). Even greater impetus is thus given
to the call for rigour and precision on the part of specialist analysts when
dealing with the phenomenon of terrorism.

International terrorism, the focus of Part HI, poses problems both
common and different to those of internal political terrorism. For Wilkinson,
the most significant underlying causes of the recent upsurge in international
terrorism are political and strategic. Low-intensity warfare is simply more
cost-efFective — in financial, strategic, and political terms — than either
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limited or nuclear war. The difficulties faced by liberal democracies as
outlined by the author are not novel. They include the lack of international
moral and political order, the absence of an overarching authority for the
maintenance of order, and the existence of opposing and l competing
ideologies. Perhaps as a reflection of mounting concern over international
terrorism, Wilkinson here includes a substantially extended and useful
chapter on possible general counter-measures.

Many of the issues raised in "Wilkinson's book have considerable relevance
for the South African situation. Certainly this country is no liberal
democracy. Moreover, as a state in the throes of political and socio-economic
turmoil and change, it would be facile, if not naive, to draw bland analogies,
Wilkinson himself indicates that he is aware of this. He points out that each
situation is peculiar to itself, and that it should be treated as such. The political
situation in Ulster for example, may be little compared with that of
neighbouring England. However, without overlooking the international
dimension, it is fair to assume that political violence in South Africa, however
one defines and categorises it, will continue for as long as the majority of
South Africans perceive themselves to be excluded from the system. Given
the existing lack of rigour and precision which characterises most South
African debate on 'terrorism', I have no hesitation in recommending
Wilkinson's book to academic, layman and public servant alike.

Christopher Gregory,
Department of International Relations,

University of the Witwatersrand.

THE SCAREMONGERS: THE ADVOCACY OF WAR AND REARMAMENT 1 8 9 6 - I 9 I 4

AJ A Morris
Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, t984. 495pp. £25

In November 1914, some three months after the outbreak of World War I,
the London Daily Mail published a sixpenny booklet under the title
Scaremongerings from the Daily Mail 1896~i9i4: the paper that foretold the war.
The title of 'scaremonger' was for the Daily Mail a proud one; the paper
positively boasted that ever since its foundation in 1896 it had consistently
warned against the German 'menace', and had made 'unremitting effort, in
the face of intense opposition, to urge that the British Navy and Army should
be kept in a condition to meet the present crisis'. Four years later, at the
conclusion of the most devastating war Britain had ever been involved in, the
title of 'scaremonger' had become one of opprobrium. The popular
'patriotic' press now found itself being blamed for stirring and exploiting a
'nationalist craze' and thereby helping cause a war that had destroyed the old
Europe.
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In a previous volume, Radicalism Against War 1906-1914, published in
1972, Professor AJ A Morris examined the Edwardian critics of Britain's
participation in the arms race leading up to World War I. In this volume he
now turns his attention to the opposite camp, probing into the
'scaremongering' activities and propaganda of the advocates of rearmament
and preparedness. His focus is on the 'patriotic' press, and his main concerns
are two — to establish the motives of the 'scaremongers', and to determine
whether there is any substance to the post-war indictment of their activities.
This latter leads him into an extensive consideration of the relationship in the
Edwardian era between the press, government, and public opinion. How
influential, in the end, was the press?

More than anyone else it was Alfred Harmsworth, or Lord NorthclifFe as
he became, who personified the pre-war 'scaremonger', and it is the journals
and journalists belonging to his newspaper empire that feature most
prominently in Professor Morris's pages. The Times, which possessed in
Charles a Court Repington one of the most famous of all military
correspondents, and the Observer, edited by James Louis Garvin, whom
Professor Morris describes as 'the colossus of Tory editors', catered for
'informed' opinion, while the Daily Mail spearheaded the new, popular,
halfpenny dailies. The one journalist not attached to the Northcliffe empire,
but at the forefront among the 'scaremongers', was Leo Maxse, the
proprietor and editor of the monthly National Review, and his writings and
private papers provide Professor Morris with a good deal of colour as well as
information.

When NorthclifFe purchased The Times he promised he would never
interfere with editorial policy, except on one issue: he insisted that whoever
served as editor would be required to warn his readers of the German peril.
As Professor Morris makes clear, Northcliffe's determination to give
prominence to the German peril in The Times and the other papers under his
control was rooted in both 'a generous patriotism' and a concern to promote
circulation and profits. 'Scaremongering' made the kind of copy that sold
newspapers. But increasingly after the Liberal Party victory in the 1906
general election another factor came into play in promoting
'scaremongering' in the 'patriotic' prress, and that was a determination to
strike politically against the Liberal Government. 'In the last years before the
outbreak of the Great War,' Professor Morris writes, 'scaremongering
established itself as a significant weapon in the armoury of domestic political
tactics. Warnings about Germany's political ambitions and warlike
preparations were employed to demonstrate that in an increasingly hostile
and dangerous world, the Asquith government — an administration in thrall
to pacifists, Germanophiles, internationalists, radicals, socialists and other
assorted unpatriotic cranks — was incapable of securing the future best
interests of the nation and its empire.'
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The close relationship that was forged in Edwardian Britain between the
Tory party and the Tory press is of particular concern to Professor Morris.
The assumption accepted by journalists and politicians alike was that the
press possessed an enormous capacity to both understand and shape public
opinion. Even The Times, which catered for a very limited readership,
believed it was a powerful instrument for shaping public opinion. 'We are
The Times,' H W Steed wrote to Valentine Chirol in June 1907. 'We mould
today and shape tomorrow . . . We are where the real power lies,
understanding its nature, controlling its workings, never allowing it to
ignore its responsibilities . . . We are an expensive paper and cannot go direct
to the masses but we can get the ear of and influence those who have the ears
of the masses.' Politicians of all parties accepted these pretensions of the press,
and consequently assiduously courted its favour. Although A J Balfour, the
Conservative leader, liked to pretend that he never read a newspaper, he
maintained close contacts with all the leading Conservative journals and
journalists through his private secretary, Jack Sandars. It was on the advice of
and in alliance with Garvin of the Observer that Balfour cynically resorted to a
'scaremongering' campaign for the general election ofjanuary 1910.

While Professor Morris concedes that it is virtually impossible to measure
the potency of the 'scaremongering' campaign as a vote-catcher in the
January 1910 general election, he believes that it is possible to establish some
measure of the overall effectiveness of 'scaremongering' by the 'patriotic'
press in the decade leading up to World War I. While Edwardian politicians
shared with journalists the conviction that it was in the power of the press to
shape public opinion, the central point that Professor Morris makes is that the
success or failure of any press 'scaremongering* campaign depended on its
premises being adopted or exploited by politicians. With the support of
politicians at Westminster 'scaremongering' campaigns might succeed;
without that support they were doomed to failure. The classic instance of
such a failure was provided by the campaign for conscription. As Professor
Morris writes: 'The campaign for conscription, although waged with
enthusiasm and enormous energy over a decade, failed hopelessly. Its success
could have been assured in peacetime only if the Tory party in Parliament had
accepted it as a plank in their electoral programme and demonstrated that it
was not a vote loser.' It was an issue the Tory leaders declined to put to the
test.

In the final analysis, for Professor Morris, primacy lay with the politicians,
not the press. In the crisis ofjuly 1914 itself, the urgings of the jingo press in
no way influenced the politicians; they decided of their own accord to
support France against Germany.

Altogether, Professor Morris has provided a fascinating account and
analysis of the 'patriotic' newspaper proprietors, editors, and journalists of
the Edwardian era. The book is based on exhaustive research, it is
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exceptionally well written, and the assessments it provides of individuals are
often quite brilliant.

BK Murray,
Dept. of History,

University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg.

POLITICAL CORRUPTION IN AFRICA

Robert Williams
GowerPublishing Company, Ltd., Aldershot, England: 1987,145pp.

Having myself worked on behalf of a foreign government in Africa and as
a foreigner for an African government, the subject of this book is of great
interest to me — only the analytic context of course. My present humble
economic status attests to the fact that one can have an academic interest in
bribery, and not necessarily only a commercial interest.

As a political analyst, I find the book to be very well written, informed,
interesting, but of little practical consequence and scholarly relevance. It is a
very useful volume for the entrepreneur and for diplomatic officials in Africa.
To the trained analyst however, it offers little useful insight as no general
theory of corruption is offered, which the author readily admits; nor is
anything offered in terms of a positive programme to overcome this
dastardly phenomenon.

It is dastardly to the author who finds it abhorrent, but we are not really
informed why, except that us good European types don't practise it (much).
And that is an assumption. He admits that corruption may be rife all over the
globe but we are not told why he focuses on Africa exclusively. We can see
that he is very well informed about Africa and its development process. But
again, why focus on Africa only?

Perhaps a bias emerges: when he dwells on the colonial period, he notes
how native chiefs were paid to do the White man's dubious work among his
tribal compatriots. But somehow this led to the subsequent corruption of the
black man while the colonial officials remained honest. Considering the
nature of the denizens flourishing in colonial governments, I would question
if they were not responsible for teaching the natives corruption by example!

Nor are we offered a quantitative base in order to place into perspective the
gravity of the problem. Perhaps the damage of corruption could be
outweighed by its positive dimension, as bribery can certainly yield superior
and efficient services. Just what is the damage that is done? Williams does
recognize that in the end, bribery takes from the poor and gives to the rich. I
agree with this but would refine the argument to stress that corruption takes
what should have been for the poor, the national wealth, and puts it into the
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hands of the gluttons.
According to Williams, corruption is multi-faceted, and he makes a

thorough search of different governmental systems to find an honest type.
He uncovers the fact that Afro-Marxist states tend to be less corrupt — but he
does not appreciate the fact that these regimes draw fewer foreign investors
so there is less to scrounge for. Nor do their Russian pals need many efficient
and quick favours which might otherwise encourage corruption.

As expected, Zaire and Nigeria are singled out for special attention. What
with oil, cement, drugs and Dikko, Nigeria's corruption experts could make
an honest buck teaching dishonesty to others. But again, the author,
although a university lecturer, conducts his debate at no more than an
entertaining journalistic level. Indeed, his sources are the public media —
some original research would have been very productive.

As a good Africanist, Williams wrestles with the institutional sources
which somehow engender corrupt deeds, but his extensive travails remain
unconvincing. Should we argue that corruption is the consequence of
basically human failings, then we are wasting time looking for
environmental conditions which encourage such behaviour. He does not ask
if we are all corruptible by nature, except for some countries where the
influence of the Bible but also the effective long arm of the law are more
prevalent than in others. Do we European types perhaps simply practise the
art more subtly and on a much grander scale — hence are we chastizing our
Black brethren not so much for corruption per se, but for incompetence?

The book is fun to read and it does reflect a lot of hard work. It will change
nothing — but I recommend it.

Karl P Magyar,
Dept. of International Relations,

. University of the Witwatersrand.
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